
SPORTS REPORTS

Hockey
1ST XI HOCKEY

Having lost only two members from last
year’s 1st XI, we had a strong and well
developed team to tackle the season with
eight members from Upper 6 and having
the advantage of playing together for
many seasons. As well as retaining our
two Lower 6 players, Lizzie Sherwin and
Harriet Newhouse, we had several much
appreciated younger additions to the team
from Upper 5 including Katelyn Aitchison,
Moya Smith, Sarah Moore and of course
Margaret Young who took on the crucial
role of goalkeeper once again.

The season started with some evidence of
an unavoidable lack of fitness after a long
summer break but the team soon began to
become accustomed once again to the
game now having to adjust to a much
faster pace due to several new hockey
rules which allow a much faster game.

“The last match
of the season was a
memorable one.”

The confidence and experience of the
numerous Upper 6 players was soon clear:
the midfield consisting of Cleo Halliday,
Ellie Marsh and Lauren Aitchison created 
a solid unit and highly dependable central
strength on the field from which we could
attack.

Once in our attacking third, it was the job
of the forwards to get some results in the D
and Hannah Davies, Alicia Harvey, Lizzie
Sherwin and Sarah Moore stepped up to the
challenge making leads and many
opportunities from which to score.
Although at times the team found it
infuriatingly difficult to get the ball into the
goal, we usually came out with a win. This
was evident from the results from our first
set of matches: we beat Portsmouth
Grammar 6-2, Reed’s School 8-2 and
Churcher’s College 4-0.

The younger players proved their potential
by providing some excellent performances

from the start. Sarah Moore, the newest
addition to the forward line, offered both
speed and enthusiasm and Moya Smith
showed an impressive amount of
improvement as her skills developed
rapidly, becoming an extremely versatile
player. After recovering from an injury,
Katelyn Aitchison played in her first match
in November against Ardingly and
adjusted brilliantly to a new defensive
position aiding in victory against the
opposition 6-0.

The defence were undeniably a reliable
and solid unit headed up by Margaret
Young who has made some extraordinary
saves throughout the season; most notably
perhaps in the Under 18 Surrey Indoor
Tournament in December in which her
presence was, somewhat regrettably,
invaluable. The team has been proud to say
that Margaret has played in matches
without having touched the ball first, but
the whole team appreciated her
consistently reliable attendance and play.

Jennie Williams, Millie Chapman, Hannah
Walker and Harriet Newhouse made up
the rest of the defence and formed a highly
skilled and intelligent unit communicating
efficiently and positively to the rest of the
team and remaining calm and composed
when under pressure. A notable
performance was against King Edward’s
School in which the team had all midfield
players missing and many others out of
position. The defence remained a solid
barrier against King Edward’s attack and
we succeeded, winning 7-1.

The season continued with many more
highlights. An 11-1 victory against
Brighton College brought an outstanding
performance from all players who displayed
high intensity and energy throughout the
game and scored frequent and entertaining

goals for the spectators. The last match of
the Autumn Term ended with an extremely
exciting and hard fought draw against
rivals Epsom College 2-2. An enormous
effort was presented all round and the team
was satisfied with its performance in spite
of the level result.

As well as the many victories and
celebrations there have also been some
times of disappointment, the most
memorable being our performance in the
Under 18 Surrey County Tournament.

The last match of the season was a
memorable one. A 12-0 win over Prior’s
Field ending in a penalty corner from
which we scored was an emotional and
ideal way to end what was a fantastic
season and, for the Upper 6, a perfect way to
end their hockey career at Freemen’s.

On behalf of the entire team I would like to
thank Miss Ridley for organising matches
and providing constant support and
guidance. In addition, a mention must go
to the families and friends of the players
who came to watch us for their endless
support and encouragement on the
sidelines. In particular I would like to
thank our coach Mr Martin Durban. Not
only did he provide a steady supply of
Jelly Babies for all our matches, he also
imparted precious words of wisdom upon
us regularly and with enormous
enthusiasm and dedication. His occasional
mood swings and entertaining mini bus
driving made him all the more personable
and we congratulate him on surviving yet
another season with the Freemen’s hockey
squad. We wish good luck to next years 1st
XI team. 

Hannah Davies

SQUAD

Katelyn Aitchison, Lauren Aitchison,
Millie Chapman, Hannah Davies
(Captain), Cleo Halliday (Vice-Captain),
Alicia Harvey, Ellie Marsh, Sarah
Moore, Harriet Newhouse, Lizzie
Sherwin, Moya Smith, Hannah Walker,
Jennie Williams, Margaret Young 
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SPORTS REPORTS

2BXI HOCKEY

The team had another good season,
reflecting our ability to work well as a
team so that play flowed and as a result
the score ended in our favour. Despite
being the 2Bs we were often playing
better sides from opposing schools,
meaning that we had a harder job with
a tougher side to beat. We had
outstanding victories against Reeds
and St Theresa’s, but whether we won
or lost our team spirit has been

amazing and we have developed well
as a squad. It will be sad not to train
with the 2Bs next year. I would like to
thank the whole team for their
dedication and commitment this year.

Claire McCarthy

It has been a memorable season with
a lot of fun and laughter. It began with
an unsuccessful trip to Portsmouth, but was
quickly followed by a great 4-1 win at
Alleyn’s. Our success continued with an 8-
0 win against Churcher’s College, and a 3-
1 win against Cranbrook. We also managed
a 3-1 win against Reigate Grammar, and a
5-1 win against St Teresa’s. Due to the
snow, many of our games were cancelled,
but we didn’t lose focus and enjoyed a
Christmas dinner together. Although our
season was full of great wins, we did have
some unlucky losses such as against
Epsom College and against St Bede’s
where we travelled on a four hour round
trip, got stuck in traffic and got completely
drenched playing in the freezing cold! Our
spirits were never dampened though
thanks to the enthusiasm of Mrs Shaill
singing Christmas songs with us! We also
experienced unlucky losses to Tormead, St
George’s and Kingston Grammar.

The team started as 14 individuals, and
ended as a united team. Everyone played
really hard all year, and should be very
proud of their efforts. We may not have
been the most successful team, but
everyone can be commended for never

giving up and having a memorable season
of laughter and excitement. All of our high
spirits, successes and fun have to be down
to Mrs Shaill, who never gave up on us,
always bought us Jelly Babies for coach
journeys and gave 100% commitment to us

whatever. We would all like to thank her
for the effort she put in to give us such a
memorable season.

Jess Vanstone

SQUAD

Stephanie Anthony, Georgina Catlow, Louise Cloney, Lucy Cole, Sophie Dakin, Ellie Darbey, Gemma Golding, Zoe Hamilton-
Martin, Rebecca Howe, Melissa Hurley, Charlotte Ladd, Joanna Laverock, Olivia Laverock, Natalie Smith, Jessica Vanstone
(Captain), Becky Walker 

2A XI HOCKEY

SQUAD

Sarah Allen, Abi Bender, Catriona
Chick, Georgia Eldridge, Becky
Fenwick, Lucy Fenwick, Charlotte
Fryer, Sarah Howard, Laura Kopke,
Claire McCarthy (Captain), Ellie
Meager, Georgie Moore, Immy
Reeves, Cece Swindell, Kyra
Vanstone, Jessica Ventham

P 21 W 11 D 2 L 8

P 7 W 7 D 0 L 0
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U18 AND U16 SURREY PLATE
COMPETITION WINNERS

Both the U18s and U16s won their respective
plate competitions at Surbiton Hockey
Club in December. After disappointing
results for both teams in the preliminary
rounds of the Surrey Hockey Tournaments
which meant they did not progress to
finals day they were out to prove
themselves.

The U18s quickly dealt with Tormead in their
semi-final, eventually winning 7-0. The 

final was against Reigate Grammar School
who had played their semi final prior to
finals day and were keen to make their
mark in the competition. However a strong
Freemen’s side had other ideas and with
excellent constructive play and swift
passing throughout the whole team,
Freemen’s ran out 7-1 winners meaning the
U18s were crowned ‘Surrey Plate Winners’.

The U16s played Winston Churchill in their
semi–final and we played very decisively,
winning the game 11-0. After a quick
change of venue we faced Prior’s Field in
the final. 

We started well and with some swift
accurate passing quickly converted our
chances. Prior’s Field applied some
pressure to our defence but it was quickly
dealt with. The final score was 6-0 and the
U16s were crowned ‘Surrey Plate Winners’.

Miss Nicky Higgins

NATIONAL INDOOR
CHAMPIONSHIPS FOR GIRLS,
SURREY UNDER 16 COUNTY ROUND

On Friday 11th December  the National
Indoor Championships for Girls Surrey
Under 16 County Round took place at
Freemen’s. The matches were very exciting
and the standard of hockey was high. The
Freeman’s team started well and their hard
work at lunchtime squads paid off as the
girls played with confidence and
determination and demonstrated good
structure and skills. The girls were edged
into second place overall and were
selected to represent Surrey in the South
Region Indoor Hockey Competition.

Miss Nicky Higgins

NATIONAL INDOOR
CHAMPIONSHIPS FOR GIRLS,
SURREY UNDER 16 SOUTH
REGION ROUND

It was a new experience for CLFS to
play in the South Round of the
National Indoor Championships for
Girls and the girls played with great
enthusiasm and tenacity. They
continued to play good indoor hockey
throughout the day and were unlucky
with some of their results, with goals
being scored against them in the final
stages of some matches. The girls were
a credit to the school and finished in a
credible position. They gained valuable
experience competing in this high level
competition and it will stand them in
good stead for the indoor hockey
competitions next year. 

Miss Nicky Higgins

SQUAD

Katelyn Aitchison, Stephanie Anthony,
Lucy Cole, Sophie Dakin, Kate
Holmes, Izzy Johnston (GK), Charlie
Ladd, Sarah Moore 

SQUAD

Katelyn Aitchsion, Stephanie
Anthony, Louise Bluck, Cat Chick
(GK), Zoe Clarke, Lucy Cole,
Sophie Dakin, Kate Holmes,
Charlie Ladd, Sarah Moore, Moya
Smith, Louisa Sparks (GK)

NATIONAL INDOOR CHAMPIONSHIPS FOR GIRLS, 
SURREY UNDER 18 COUNTY ROUND

On Friday 4th December the National Indoor Championships for Girls, Surrey Under
18 County Round took place at Freemen’s. Six teams took part and the games were
all fast paced and competitive. Unfortunately the results didn’t go our way but all of
our players improved immensely and adapted their hockey skills and knowledge to
suit the indoor game. Well done to Lauren Aitchison, Hannah Davies (Captain), Cleo
Halliday, Alicia Harvey, Harriet Newhouse, Hannah Walker and Margaret Young (GK).

Miss Nicky Higgins



SQUAD

Charlotte Bader, Hannah Bennett,
Olivia Bieri, Rosalie Broccardo, Gabby
Cox, Lucy Culpin, Jessica Filby, Lauren
Gordon, Georgia Holloway, Izzy
Johnston, Sophie Luckman, Rachel
Mengham, Ellie Riley, Lauren Rofe,
Katie Rutherford, Lottie Sudell 

The team has had a mixed season
with some high scoring games, 
some exciting draws and some
disappointing losses, but everyone
has had their opportunity to shine.

The year began with disappointing
losses to Hierstpierpoint 0-2 and
Sevenoaks 0-1. This made us more
determined to win our next match,
which was our highest scoring match of
the season against Churchers College,
winning 5-0. Despite a few games being
cancelled due to the bad weather we
won three other matches in the season,
including beating Christ’s Hospital 1-0,
Ardingly 5-1 and Sutton Valence 3-1.

Another memorable achievement was
against St George’s, a very strong
opposition, and despite an excellent
performance from Rachel Mengham as
goalie, a last minute goal in the top
corner lead to a 1-0 loss. However, the
team was very happy that it was only 1-
0! At St Teresa’s we found ourselves 4-0
down at half time although after a tough
second half we managed to come back and
score three goals before an unexpected
accident meant that the match had to be
cancelled before the end, resulting in a
disappointing loss for us.

A big thank you goes to Miss Higgins
for coaching us and to all the other
teachers who helped referee and
transport us to the matches throughout
the season.

Lucy Culpin
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U15A HOCKEY

We have had a successful season, winning
the majority of our matches due to our
enthusiasm, fitness and ability to work
together as a team. It was a shaky start,
with a draw against Hurstpierpoint 0-0 and
two losses against Sevenoaks and
Portsmouth Grammar. However we
quickly got back on our feet and gained a
comfortable win over Manor House in an
A/B team match, winning 8-0.

We often felt during matches that the game
didn’t reflect the score as was the case with
our next two matches against St George’s
(a team we know are a strong opposition)
and Christ’s Hospital. Despite losing both,
St George’s 3-1 and Christ’s Hospital 2-1,
we played skilfully and kept possession,
unfortunately unable to make the most of
our chances. However all of our fitness
training and shooting practice paid off as
we won our next six matches convincingly.
In particular winning 6-0 against St Teresa’s
and 4-1 against Reigate Grammar.

The next matches had mixed results as we
began the Spring Term, beating Brighton
College 2-1 in freezing conditions but
unfortunately coming up against some
tough opposition too, including Ardingly
who we lost narrowly 1-0 to, and Kingston
Grammar, who we narrowly lost to 2-0.

However the sudden snow meant our two
next matches were cancelled but also gave
us time to get fired up for our rematch
against Kingston Grammar. It was a tense
affair with some superb saves by our goalie
Isabelle Johnston, a consistently reliable
member of our team. We held our nerve
and won the match 2-0. Our winning streak
continued with some very comfortable 

victories over Burgess Hill, Harrodian
(winning 12-0) and finally against Priors
Field which we won 10-0.

Our thanks go to our brilliant coach Miss
Higgins who kept us positive and drove
us to some of the furthest hockey grounds
we have ever known. We’d also like to
thank Mr Martin Durban, our fitness
coach, who continued to push our fitness
to new levels despite sometimes getting
little thanks for it at the time. Finally I
personally want to thank my team mates
who always played to the best of their
ability, carried on fighting even in the
toughest of games, and made matches so
enjoyable. I wish everyone luck in the future.
It has been a pleasure to play with you all.

Emily Wilkes

SQUAD

Holly Bicknell, Louise Bluck, Francesca Crabtree, Saskia Davies, Sarah Du Plessis,
Jenna Earnshaw, Rachael Green, Kate Holmes, Isabelle Johnston, Sophie Luckman,
Lizzie Smart, Katherine Walkling, Lily Walter, Emily Wilkes

P 22 W 13 D 1 L 8

U15B HOCKEY

P 22 W 13 D 1 L 8
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U14A HOCKEY

We had a good year performing well and
securing some well deserved victories. The
season opened with playing against
Hurstpierpoint College which we won (3-
0). We were unfortunate in meeting St
George’s so early in the season and we sadly
lost. However we were inspired to do better
winning our next match. We participated in
the Surrey Hockey tournament and got
into the finals, unfortunately losing and
coming fourth in Surrey–still an impressive
placing as we came behind St George’s and
Kingston Grammar school, both national
finalists. As the season progressed our
level of hockey improved, with new stick
skills and Miss Ridley’s encouragement.

This resulted in us winning tour last match
against Harrodian 12-1. Two memorable 

matches were against Godolphin &
Latymer (6-0), when the team were
surprised to find tree roots growing under
the pitch which made it a much more
interesting game, and Brighton College 

(5-1) where it wouldn’t stop raining so the
defence created a very unique hockey slide
tackle as they jabbed on the slippery surface.

Georgina Chapman

SQUAD
Georgina Chapman, Zoe Clarke, Freya
Diffey, Samantha Earland, Ellie Irwin,
Georgina Lascelles, Hannnah Lingard,
Philippa Nicholls, Amy Owens,
Nathalie Richards, Louise Ross, Louisa
Sparks, Gemma Swift

SURREY U14 HOCKEY
TOURNAMENT

The Under 14s celebrated success as they
came fourth in Surrey. On 13th October,
they stormed into the finals day of the
Surrey Hockey Tournament by winning
their pool games against Epsom 1-0 after
dominating the game; JAGS 1-0 after
playing well as a unit and taking one of a
few chances that came their way; and
Oxsted School 6-0 after again dominating
the game and working well as a team.

Going through to the quarter finals as
group winners, the team went on to beat
Alleyn’s School 2-0. The team was
confident and determined to win. The
girls settled into their own style of play
manipulating our strong right side. The
defence improved enormously
throughout the tournament and enabled
the team to retain possession and create
effective phases of attack.

The finals day on Wednesday 18th
November at Surbiton Hockey Club was

a round robin affair and the girls
unfortunately lost to Kingston Grammar 0-
4, Sir Williams Perkins 0-1, and St
George’s 1-2. We had no medals to show,
but came away with the title of the fourth
best Under 14 team in Surrey. The girls
played fantastically well, and on another day,
we could have finished higher, but I
congratulate the whole team on a great
achievement. 

Miss Katie Ridley

U14B HOCKEY

The Bs have had a very mixed yet exciting
season. Unfortunately we started off losing
in the tri-tournament to both
Hurstpierpoint College and Sevenoaks
School. This dampened our spirits for the
next game against St George's School, one
of the best sports schools in Surrey –
however we played excellently, beating
them 5-0. Our winning streak continued
against Christ's Hospital when we beat
them 3-2. We then drew against Churcher’s
College 0-0, but then regained our strength
to beat Cranbrook School 2-0, and then
Ardingly College 5-3. Sadly, we lost to
Manor House 0-2, but then beat Sutton
Valence School 7-0, our most successful
match of the season. However, we again
lost to St Teresa’s 0-3. 

After Christmas, we beat Reigate Grammar
4-0 but then drew against the Harrodian
School in the last match of the season. We
would like to say a special thanks to our
excellent coach Mrs Whiteley. We may not 

have had the most amazing season but we 
sure had a lot of fun and we are all looking
forward to next year.

Imogen Smethers

SQUAD
Kate Farrow, Clara Hutter, Elena Koepke,
Clare Laudy, Lorna McKellar, Ailsa
Northwood, Celine O'Donovan,
Gemma Pritchard, Alice Roberts,
Elizabeth Simpson, Bella Skertchly,
Imogen Smethers, Jessica Thompson,
Libby Wells, Emily Wilson, Alice Witt

P W D L
20 14 3 3

P W D L
12 6 2 4
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During the season, the A and B teams
played a mix of seven and 11 aside. Both
teams had a great season, which we all
enjoyed.

We had some great players and some
stunning performances. At the back, Julia,
Jasmine and Celia really shone, providing
a solid defence. In the midfield, Miriam
played excellently as centre during the
second part of the season. Rosie, varying

between right wing, right midfield and
centre midfield was also a strong player.
Olivia Sabin and Ellie Sloper had some
brilliant runs down the wing, along with
some fantastic goals. Katharine and Emma-
Louise also contributed to the massive
number of goals that we scored during the
season. Eleanor Wilson played excellently
as our goalie. In our 11 aside team, Rachel
Dunne and Izzy Forsyth helped greatly in
midfield and defence.

The As played exceptionably well in all
our matches, and some of the best
included our match against Cranleigh
Prep where we won 7-0, whilst we scored
the same against Woldingham later on in
the season. We had an action-packed game
against Manor House which we won 6-3.
The As played in three tournaments, and
in the U13 Surrey Mini Hockey
Tournament Finals, we won round one but
unluckily lost in round two.

The Bs also had some superb games,
winning with a remarkable score of 10-0
against Manor House, and a brilliant game

versus Feltonfleet ended in an 8-0 win.
They played excellently against Downsend
and Sutton Valence, winning with great
results of 5-1 and 7-1. An intense and close
game against St George’s ended in a draw
of 0-0.

Both teams improved greatly throughout
the season. We played excellently in every
one of our matches, even if we didn’t win
them all. So, throughout the season, we
played some outstanding hockey, tried
hard and we all enjoyed ourselves.

Rosie Shakerchi

SQUAD
Emma Archer-Lock, Hannah Bailey,
Emma Clifford, Katharine Curran,
Rachel Dunne, Gabrielle Eglen, Isobel
Forsyth, Miriam Green, Katy Griffin,
Sally Hagon, Sophie Headon, Julia
Heasman, India Hewitt, Bethany
Howard, Sophie Kelting, Abigail
Lister, Celia MacDonald, Olivia Morris,
Jennifer Parkinson, Olivia Sabin, Rosie
Shakerchi, Emma-Louise Sheehan,
Eleanor Sloper, Jasmine Stephens,
Emily Stewart, Emily Thomas, Eleanor
Turner, Eleanor Wilson, Molly Wilson

SPORTS REPORTS

U13 A AND B HOCKEY

P 14 W 7 D 2 L 5

P 12 W 8 D 1 L 3

U13 A

U13 B
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U11 HOCKEY

The team started the season in
Bristol playing in the Clifton School
Hockey tournament. We didn’t win
but learned a lot from each match and all
enjoyed the experience. After that, the A
and B teams both played Danes Hill,
winning 2-0 and 3-0. Just before Christmas,
we competed in the IAPs tournament at
Queenswood School, where we played some
strong opposition which brought us
together as a team. The B and C teams
then played Manor House.

When we came back to school, the A, B, C
and D teams all played against Danes Hill
again. The Ds won 2-1 along with the As
who won by an amazing 6-0. The A and B

teams then beat Sutton High, the As
winning 7-0. We then went on to win
against Christ’s Hospital and beat
Downsend twice. The Bs drew with
Feltonfleet whilst the As beat them 1-0.

We then played in the Surrey Hockey
Tournament heats where we won all three
matches meaning we qualified for the

Finals. There, after a fantastic team effort,
we became the Plate Winners – a great
end to a great season.

Congratulations to the A team for
winning all of their six matches and also
to the rest of the squad for winning five
other matches.

Bethan Moncur

SQUAD
Cydonie Ashbridge, Zara Bailey,
Isobel Briggs, Sasha Bruce, Maria Carr,
Hana Castle, Maia Diffey, Isabel
England, Anna Goldman, Ashlynn
Harvey, Abigail Jordan, Suzy-May Lister,
Bethan Moncur, Isabelle Nash, Marie
O'Donovan, Lydia Room, Anna
Salisbury, Rachel Simpson, Georgia
West, Eleanor Whalley, Emma Whiteley 

U12 HOCKEY 
The A team grew in confidence and ability
throughout the season, from our first trip
to Portsmouth Grammar when we were
still forming into A and B squads to our
romp through Harrodian School playing
nine–a–side and shooting into water polo
nets! We gained success in all tournaments
we played– reaching the semi-finals at both
Cranleigh Prep School and Arnold School
and coming third at Prior’s Field. From
December onwards we only lost two
matches–one against Burgess Hill when we
fielded a mainly B squad and against
Beachborough who played an U13 team
against us. The As have benefitted this year
from a strong B team that have always
been pushing towards places in the A
squad. Well done to all the girls that
attended the training session each week
with Mr Durban and then used these skills
within the matches at the weekends.

The B squad saw movement of players on
a weekly basis with C team players

stepping in throughout the season. They had
an impressive start to the season beating
Portsmouth Grammar. Their season
continued with a noticeable win against St
George’s which was a battle from end to
end. Their best result came just after all the
snow. Maybe our snow-balling fitness
skills helped our aim on target because at
Feltonfleet the Bs scored a phenomenal 11-
0 victory and then scored a further five
goals to win against Tormead three days
later. They ended the season with quite a
few goals into the aforementioned water-
polo nets winning 7-0. Again, well done to
all those who trained hard together and
played with such spirit in the matches.

The Cs this year have had six matches which
enabled every girl in the year group to play.
Well done to all - especially those girls who
joined Freemen’s in September and were
playing their very first hockey matches.

Ms Fiona Moncur

A SQUAD
Abigail Connor, Aila Diffey, Jessica
Hampden, Kate Irwin, Lily Latimer
Smith,  Zoe Lowrey, Bethany
Pembridge, Fredrika Penniket-
Dessent, Amelia Reed, Tabitha Read-
Cayton, Harriet Ward 

B SQUAD
Yoo-Eun An, Anna Craig, Rebecca
Derriman, Tanya Dudnikova, Stephanie
Elstub, Emma Dunford, Hannah
Froude, Madeleine Goel, Lydia Hood,
Laura Madon

C SQUAD
Clara Baltay, Holly Cabrelli, Lucy
Connor, Georgina Delve, Liberty Gamble,
Pascale Mama, Francesca Parisi, Jemima
Shickle, Isobel Smith, Sally Watt,
Georgina Whichello, Alexandra
Willcox, Emily Yang 

P 14 W 6 D 2 L 6 P 15 W 9 D 0 L 6



U8 HOCKEY

The teams have started their school hockey
careers with enthusiasm. The Autumn
Term was spent learning fundamental
skills and introducing the principles of

game play. In the Spring Term the As
played against Feltonfleet school and were
very thrilled to win their first hockey match.
Unfortunately the bad weather meant the
next match against Sutton High School had to
be cancelled and the season finished with A,
B and C matches against Danes Hill, which
the whole year group played in. Every girl in
the year has experienced representing the
school in a hockey fixture, and this
opportunity was met with great excitement. It
was a good start to their Freemen’s hockey
careers and should stand them in good stead
for next year.

Miss Nicky Higgins

SPORTS REPORTS
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U10 HOCKEY 

The A team had an outstanding season,
winning all their fixtures whilst the Bs
showed great determination and were
involved in several closely fought matches.
The C team played with great enthusiasm
and were also unbeaten in their three
matches.

On Saturday 6th February Freemen’s hosted
an U10 Hockey Tournament involving
ourselves, Downsend and Cranleigh. All
three schools entered two teams and after
a round robin competition the winners were
Cranleigh A. Our A team played brilliantly
all morning in what was our first ever
tournament and won the first four matches
convincingly before losing narrowly 2-3 to
Cranleigh in our last match. For the B team
the morning proved to be a steep learning
curve but the girls listened carefully to the

coaching they were given and worked
extremely hard showing good
improvement in every match played.

The A team also entered the Danes Hill U10

tournament and finished third on goal
difference, following five wins, one draw and
one loss in the round robin competition.

Mrs Alison Bennett

SQUAD
Olivia Ball, Olivia Bircher, Grace Bowling,
Emma Bridgeland, Abigail Bruce,
Nathalie Burt, Kirsty Cast, Jasmin Clark,
Daniella Dakin, Rosie David, Emily
Elstub, Annie Foster, Merlyn Latimer
Smith, Victoria Marshall, Ella Pearson,
Maisie Sareen, Aisling Slater, Rachel
Slater, Laura Swift, Anna Whitworth,
Alicia Wilson, Olivia Yang

U9 HOCKEY 

The girls made huge strides throughout the
season. Attendance at practice was rather
shaky at the beginning of the year, but after
some friendly encouragement from Miss
Ridley the numbers started to rise. From
that point on the commitment was
outstanding, with over 90% of the year
group attending on a regular basis.

The first fixture against St George’s was a
baptism of fire and proved to be a valuable
and steep learning curve, but an enjoyable
one, as the As lost 0-3 and the B team 0-4.
Sadly our long awaited fixture against
Hoebridge was cancelled. In the Spring
Term the girls faced Feltonfleet and
Sutton High, and their hard work and
fantastic attitude paid off. The As had a
closely fought game against Feltonfleet
winning 4-3. The girls moved the ball
around with increased accuracy and
positioned themselves accordingly.
Defensively they got back behind the ball
to prevent strong Feltonfleet attacks. The Bs
had a somewhat easier task, winning 5-0,
the determination of the attack paying off.
These wins gave the girls the confidence
boost they needed, and in training had a
renewed enthusiasm to improve. The final
game against Sutton High Juniors was a
great reflection of how far the girls have 

developed over the season. The As won 6-
1 and the Bs won 5-1.

The girls were a delight to coach, and
fantastic fun. There is some real potential
across the year group, and if their
enthusiasm, team spirit and tenacity
continue over the coming years they will
become a force to be reckoned with.

Miss Katie Ridley

SQUAD
Marnie Ashbridge, Ayana Bahsoun,
Madeline Brown, Katherine Carr, Eve
Castle, Zoe Chatterton, Elizabeth
Curran, Katie Fraser Ker, Evelyn Frewin,
Deyna Grimshaw, Ellie Howick, Katie
Johns, Germaine Mama, Molly
Message, Funmi Morgan, Lauren New,
Liberty O'Neill, Kaiya Rai, Natalya
Robinson, Stephanie Symonds, Emily
Trubshaw, Thea Walter, Emily Way,
Olivia Wilson

A TEAM
Ebube Akojie, Jocelyn Dunne, Melody
Hills, Sarah Irwin, Natalia King, Katie
Lyons, Sophia Wilson, Lucy Yellow

SQUAD
Natasha Arben, Jade Bradford, Alice
Bridgland, Millie Cast, Amber Collett,
Emily Everson, Amy Field, Megan
Haines, Freya Johnson, Anna Krnic,
Lydia Mustafa, Priya Navamani, Nyah
Patel, Laura Stoakes, Stephanie Taylor,
Jessica Widdowson, Thea Wilcox 
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Rugby
1ST XV RUGBY

As we began our preparation for the
season, the challenges facing us were
more than evident. Primarily the fact
that this season would not end in
March, as is traditional, but continue
through to mid-August, with the
exciting prospect of the tour to New
Zealand awaiting us.

This meant that on and off the pitch, the
squad would have to take measures to look
out for each other. From the first training
session, the determination and commitment
was obvious. We relished the opportunity
to begin our season with a trial game
against ‘that school from Cobham’.

The team against Cobham represented a new
era of Freemen’s rugby, comprising six
players from last year’s 1st XV, and the rest
coming up through either the 2nd XV or the
U16XV. As it was a trial game, it consisted of
three 20 minute periods. The first was a hard
fought physical battle and considering the
advantage Cobham had in size, 0-0 was a
respectable score, and the amount of skill
and fitness within the squad became evident.
Our second period however was not so
successful, as two of our key players, vice-
captain and fly–half Jamie Ray and human
wrecking ball/tight head prop Ollie Mays,
picked up injuries which would rule them
out for a few weeks. Again, the rugby was
tough and abrasive and we were unlucky
to come out of the second period 5-0 down.
In the third period, the fact that our
opposition had only recently returned from
a tour became apparent, as we conceded 19
points without managing to notch any up
ourselves, leaving the final result at 24-0,
which greatly flattered our opponents.
Despite the loss, the rugby and the
commitment displayed were more than
encouraging and there were many
positives to take from the game.

Our next fixture was another trial game,
away to St John’s College in Southsea. As

we were still experimenting with different
players in different positions, a final result
of a 15-6 loss was also far from discouraging,
albeit disappointing as we had possession
and territory which we were unable to
convert into points. Joe Hutter’s pinpoint
accuracy with the boot became evident
during this game, an aspect the team
would benefit from in games to come.

With the trial games finished and positions
decided, we were eager to claim our first
victory. Training intensity was increased,
exemplified beautifully by Dinos, who
turned up to one of our training sessions in
the pouring rain, wearing only shorts and
t-shirt, and wielding a large baseball bat.
Despite their obvious confusion, the centre
pairing of Henry Swindell (who never takes
his mouthguard out, even to brush his teeth)
and Ed Hodgson (forced through lack of
memory to guess most of the backline
moves) managed to refrain from doing
anything too silly during this session, an
achievement the entire team appreciated.

We entered the match against Emanuel
brimming with confidence. The training paid
off as we applied pressure from the first
minute, and this never really showed any
sign of relenting. A brilliantly worked
forwards try scored by the tame(ish)
caveman-like presence of blindside flanker
Motez Touqmatchi combined with three
penalty kicks and a conversion from the
never–faulting Joe Hutter gave us the victory
we had all, coaches and players alike, worked
extremely hard for, and even though 16-7
was not representative of the pressure we
had enjoyed, our confidence received a
massive boost.

Our next game was against Seaford College,
a side no-one in the team had ever
encountered before. It became obvious that
Freemen’s were by far the more
accomplished side, and we were given a
chance to showcase our vast skill base. Our
quiet yet interestingly insightful pace man,
winger Michael Rees, got his season off the
mark with a hat–trick of blistering tries.
Motez also managed to score, as he was
most probably lurking in the back line,
fantasising about the prospect of becoming a
centre, as did Hutter, Hodgson, Seb Cox,
new boy Patrick Anderson, and captain Alex
Wright. Hutter capped the day with five
conversion kicks, and we came away with
a convincing 55-14 victory.

Sutton Valence were our next scalps, as we
played them on an incredibly sunny
Saturday in Ashtead Park. (I can confirm,
having played on the 1st XV pitch for two
years, that Mr Deighton is spot on when he
describes the pitch as the best in England,

second only to Twickenham). Sutton Valence
constantly field extremely competitive sides,
and this was no exception. However, the
commitment displayed by the boys was
outstanding, as we came away with a
comfortable 28-17 victory, with tries from
the returning Jamie Ray and Peter Hyams.
Wright managed to get on the end of a
couple, one after a fantastic run from Ray,
which the captain was more than happy to
saunter in under the posts.

The following Saturday, we were faced with
the challenge of Reading Bluecoat, a
predictably unpredictable side. We battled
hard in a close-fought encounter. Despite
tries from Hutter, Cox and Hyams we were
unable to gain the advantage and lost 36-
26, in a high scoring game which could
have gone either way.

Caterham have undoubtedly been one of the
most consistently strong sides on the fixture
list. Always boasting a proportion of county
players, we were more than aware of the
challenge that faced us. Our preparation is
always immaculate, and the week prior to
this game, there was a hunger and a fiery
determination building in the side. There
were a few nerves by game day, but the
maturity of the team to channel these nerves
into positive energy was incredible. In the
changing room, five minutes before kick off,
Mr D stepped in, and words were said. No-
one outside of that changing room will ever
know what was said, or ever quite
understand the impact it had, however, we
came out of the blocks like a steam train,
smashing opposition players out of the
first ruck. After an early score from full-back
Lewis McDonald, our dominance
throughout the entire game was
unquestionable. It also spelled the return of
prop Olly Mays, who contributed to the
annihilation of the opposition scrum, and
the total outmuscling in the loose. I don’t
think many of us will forget the hit he put
in on the opposition scrum half. With
further tries from Touqmatchi, Wright,
Hutter and Anderson, and two conversion
kicks from Hutter, our victory was sealed
29-7. It is impossible to convey in words
the atmosphere felt by the boys on that
pitch, however, after eight years playing
rugby for Freemen’s, I can personally say it
was my favourite experience, and I’m sure
a good proportion of the boys would agree.

Unfortunately we could not carry our
winning form into the next two games.
Wimbledon College and Chislehurst and
Sidcup are our two most difficult fixtures all
year. Losing only 15-0 to Wimbledon
College, a school with more than 250 boys to
choose from, was a positive to take
forward. A 30-12 loss to Chis and Sid greatly

SQUAD
Patrick Anderson, Yiannis
Charalambous, Rocky Cheung, Seb Cox,
Oliver Crabtree, Harry Crouch, William
Zin Zan Dean, Henry Gough (Senior
Pro), Edward Hodgson, Joseph Hutter,
Peter Hyams, Stuart Keenan (Senior
Pro), Oliver Mays, Lewis McDonald,
Benjamin Pooley, Jamie Ray (Vice
Captain), Ben Reavley, Michael Rees,
Samuel Roberts, Dominic Sinnott,
Henry Swindell, Simon Taylor, Motez
Touqmatchi, Jonny Woodley, Alex
Wright (Captain)

Played Won Drawn Lost Points For       Points Against

15 6 0 9 314 288
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flattered our opposition as we exhibited
some great passages of rugby, especially
towards the end of the game. However, these
losses inevitably caused a slight dip in
morale, and we proceeded to lose 38-17 and
24-8 to Dartford Grammar and Wallington
Grammar respectively. Our last game
before Christmas was against Sevenoaks.
Despite the 26-3 loss, we displayed some
incredible character during the game, and
had the school from Kent on the back foot
on more than one occasion.

It was evident during our first January
session, that some of the team had enjoyed
a little more turkey and trimmings than
others. Despite this, it was a new year, and a
new start for the team. We eagerly
anticipated our rematch with Wallington.
However, due to the poor weather, this game
was cancelled, making our first game of the
new year against London Oratory, away.
Following an interesting bus journey, an
experience 2nd XV back rower Ross
O’Brien will surely not forget, we arrived at
the ground. Despite good preparation, the
team, possibly due to the long respite from
rugby, seemed somewhat unable to click
on this occasion. The referee’s questionable
decisions at scrum time were also
detrimental to our performance, as we
were defeated 36-14.

We therefore relished the opportunity to
play Gravesend Grammar, a side we had
defeated the previous year. Weather again,
however, was not our friend, and the
referee deemed the pitch too hard and
unsafe to play on, thus cancelling the match.
We finally got our chance against Glyn on a
very wet Wednesday afternoon. Our
confidence returned, and despite the
conditions, the team displayed some
fantastic rugby, and with tries from Yiannis
Charalambous, Jonny Woodley, Ben
Reavley, Cox and Swindell we ran out 31-0
winners. Hard skulled hooker Stuart
Keenan even managed to have a bite of a
knuckle sandwich in the middle of the
game, and actually rather enjoyed it. This
proud Scotsman’s only regret is that he was
not able to reciprocate the favour.

The following Saturday came the last game
of the 1st XV season, against St Bede’s
School. We were lucky enough, thanks to Mr
Deighton, to have this fixture changed from
away to home, a far more fitting way to send
off the departing Upper 6 boys in the side.
We could not have ended the season in
more style, smashing the opposition 69-0,
with a hat-trick from winger Dom Sinnott,
who luckily had the try-line finally pointed
out to him before the game, two from Ray,
two from Woodley and further tries from
Wright, Rees, Charalambous, Keenan and
Gough. Considering the effort and
commitment we had displayed all season,
coaches again included, this was a reward,
and a fitting way for the leavers to say
goodbye to Freemen’s 1st XV rugby.

Finally, I would like to say thank you to
two extremely important people. Firstly, Mr
Dinos Alexopolous, whose unquestionable
faith, and astounding commitment made
working with him this season extremely
enjoyable. I would simply advise him to
avoid carrying dangerous looking objects,

as, with all due respect, and in the nicest
way possible, he is himself a very
dangerous looking object.

Of course, every one of the first team
players owes a serious debt of gratitude to
Mr Deighton. The time and effort Mr
Deighton puts into the 1st XV rugby is
astounding; an outsider looking in would
seriously believe that he had no other
commitments. I’m sure all the boys would
agree with me when I say Mr D has made
playing rugby at Freemen’s a truly
fantastic experience, which we will all
cherish later in life; we will never forget
the lessons we learned, or the fun we had.

Alex Wright

SEVENS

The sevens seasons should not be
dwelled on too heavily. Unfortunately,
the side became plagued with injuries,
ruling Wright, Gough, Ray and Hutter
out for most, if not all of the season. We
were still a competent side, and had
confidence in our ability, going into some
of the toughest tournaments in the
country; the Gravesend Floodlit Sevens,
the Senior Surrey Sevens and the Rosslyn
Park Nationals. Out of the nine games
played, we were unable to notch up a
win. We were unlucky with the draws, as
often the teams we played in the group
stages proceeded a long way in the
competitions. Despite this, the
commitment and character of the team
was unfaltering, heads were always up,
and there was no sulking. That is the
true spirit of Freemen’s rugby. We play
to win, always, however, we are not
afraid of losing – we learn from it.

Alex Wright
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2ND XV RUGBY

The season started brightly with a
brilliant and hard-fought 5-0 win
against ‘that school from Cobham’,
Patrick Anderson making an instant
impression on his return to senior
rugby with a stunning try. (He was
immediately promoted to the first
team). We followed this with four
comfortable victories against
Emanuel, Sutton Valence, Reading
Bluecoat and Caterham (the latter
sticking in my memory as an
excellent performance).

However, our hopes of being unbeaten at
half term were dashed by the enormous
Wimbledon College boys with whom we
could not compete at the scrum or ruck
and it was therefore difficult to secure any
real possession. We put up a good fight
and nearly got back into the game in the
second half but eventually lost 21-5.

After half term we welcomed back Dom
Sinnott and Patrick Anderson from the 

first team who strengthened our back line
considerably. Our first match was against
Chislehurst and Sidcup – another school
who always seem to have massive lads
and a strong senior squad. We beat them in a
bruising encounter and followed this great
victory with another win against strong
Kent opposition in the form of Dartford
Grammar. However, the Autumn Term
ended badly with two losses against
Wallington County Grammar (26-19) and
Sevenoaks (24-0).

A combination of bad weather and
unreliable opposition meant that we only
managed one game in the half term after
Christmas against Glyn, whose senior
rugby squad has improved greatly in recent
years. We beat them 17-5 thanks to three
great tries from Joe Roberts, Peter Hatcher
and Chris Curtis. As before, the last couple
of games did not go well. These games are
usually against stronger opposition as we
usually gain some non-sevens players
from the first team which bolsters our
pack. This year, however, our only squad
addition was Lewis McDonald (a
considerable boost for the backs but not a
forward). Nevertheless, the Upper 6
leavers enjoyed their last few games and I
hope that they continue to play at university.

Player of the season was fly half and vice
captain Joe Roberts. He had the skill and
confidence to receive the ball flat enabling
his fellow backs to execute our over-
complicated backs moves (though most of
the time he chose to step inside looking for
glory!). Special mention must also go to
Nick Bluck (outstanding week in, week out 

at scrum half), Jake Wilkinson (fearless
tackling and safe hands at inside centre),
Alex Gregory (strong in the scrum and
pacy with ball in hand) Johnny Wheatcroft
(laid back and smiley at all times except
during matches when he transformed into
a demented beast) and last but not least,
captain marvel Charlie Oliver (genuine
Freemen’s rugby hero.) My thanks to the
many talented players who had to tolerate
squad rotation due to the large number of
players. Many of these would have been
regular choices in a normal senior rugby
season and their good humour and
patience was much appreciated. I am sure
that many will be key members of the
seconds next year.

As this my last Freemen’s coaching season,
I will miss the boys’ camaraderie and
banter, the satisfaction of seeing a training
ground move successfully executed in a
match, the thrill of beating a good team
and probably most importantly, having the
opportunity to see these young men (most
of whom are also musically, artistically,
dramatically or academically talented)
putting their bodies on the line each week
to represent Freemen’s with pride.

Mr Ian Knowles

AUTUMN TERM FULL COLOURS
Charlie Oliver, Joe Roberts, 
Johnny Wheatcroft

SPRING TERM FULL COLOURS
Patrick Anderson, Harry Crouch, Zinzan
Dean, Alex Gregory, Jake Wilkinson 

SPRING TERM CERTIFICATES  OF
ACHIEVEMENT
Chris Curtis, James McCann, Ross
O’Brien, David Pearce 

P W D L PF PA 

14 9 0 5 211 187

SQUAD
Patrick Anderson, Nick Bluck, Rocky
Cheung, Harry Crouch, Chris Curtis,
Christopher Daniels, Zinzan Dean,
Graeme Du Plessis, Jamie Graham, Alex
Gregory, Oliver Hampden, Peter Hatcher,
Nicholas Jackson, Lewis Main,  James
McCann, Vusumuzi Mtunzi, Ross
O’Brien, Charlie Oliver (Captain), David
Pearce, Ben Pooley, Matthew Proctor,
Joe Roberts (Vice Captain), Anthony
Townsend, James Trinder, Johnny
Wheatcroft (Senior Pro), Jake Wilkinson
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U16 RUGBY

After an U15 season riddled with
frustration, disappointment and
injury, the U16s were determined to
make amends. After successful pre-
season training sessions in August,
hopes were high for the season
ahead. After hard work in the gym
over the summer, and some serious
growth in our second row, the team
looked alive.

Our first match was against local rivals
Reed’s. Our enthusiasm and dynamic
defence ensured a convincing win 21-0.
One lunch-break, the following week saw
the first ‘game analysis’ of many. The
novelty of seeing ourselves on TV enabled
us to relive big hits, huge runs, ‘rancid’
steps and hilarious moments. However,
they were obviously greatly beneficial as
we managed to rack up 81 points in the
next two matches against St John’s College,
Southsea, and Seaford College. Our 50-7
win against Seaford saw nine players make
the score sheet, clearly showing the
strength of the side, and the depth of talent.

This talent shone in the combination of our
9 and 10, Chris Harvey and James Wilson.
With Chris representing Surrey U17s this
year, and James South East and London,
their individual ability was celebrated and
highly deserved. However playing week in
week out together for both school and club,
their ability to read and play off each other
provides a solid, essential base for the
team. James’ astonishing acceleration,
strength and creativity enable him to
conjure gaps out of nothing, or close them
hard on unsuspecting opponents. The
combined pace, vision and flare
contributed so much to the team and saw
Chris finishing joint top try scorer
alongside Josh French, with a total of 40
tries between them.

As a side we showed huge improvement
and development. Josh French, our
resident ‘gas man’ if given the ball in space,
would be backed by all to put in a classy
finish and is well known for the infamous
‘Kiwi’ move. Will Straughan, our opposite
wing, previously shy in defence, chased
down and floored the poor boy who
foolishly backed himself to out-run him.
Our second row this year featured another
rock-solid partnership between Chris
‘beast’ Etherington and Max ‘lineout king’

Bower. Chris is quite big. His actual
dimensions are unknown. However
speculation of his towering figure suggest
he is 6ft 8 and weighs in at around 18 stone.
During brief and spectacular moments of
ferocity, his flailing limbs and mighty roars
leave a path of destruction behind him.
Max, our lineout don, stands focused and
poised for take-off. Ignoring thumbs… his
frail body allows him to seamlessly float in
mid-air, giving him ample time to pluck
the ball out of the sky and hand it to Chris
on a plate. Max’s providing us with quick,
clean ball enabled us to utilise the
dangerous pace we had out wide.

We punched above our weight during the
sevens season, scoring over 300 points. In
many games, we walked out onto the pitch
the smaller side, overcoming this with
good communication, organisation and
capitalising on  opportunities, with
significant victories over Dulwich College,
Reigate Grammar School, St John’s
Leatherhead and Abingdon. Chris became
a vital part of the sevens squad, and his
acceleration, strong hand off, and the ‘Har-
veey’ sidestep crowned him as ‘Golden
Boy’. His attitude, work-rate and
knowledge of the game made him the
strong leader that everyone in the squad
was able to look up to.

The season could not have been such a
success without the hard work and effort
put in by Mr Moore who willingly gave up
his time during squads and games sessions,
from video analysis, to tackle bags, to
creating a positive atmosphere within the
group. Thanks must also go to Mr Gibson,
Mr Bloomer and Dinos, who again played
a fundamental role in the success of the side.

This season has undoubtedly been a
favourite of mine. It has been an absolute
honour and a privilege to play alongside
these boys during the highs and lows of the
season. I wish every one of them continued
success and look forward to Sixth Form
rugby next year.

Dominic Orchard

U15 RUGBY

In many respects we may be a typical
Freemen's team: small, mobile and
well-trained. In our opening match,
we beat Emanuel at home 36-17.
Philip MacDonald shone scoring a
hat-trick of tries and conversions.

We lost the next four matches, against
Seaford College, Sutton Valence, Reading
Bluecoats and Caterham, but the
encouraging aspect was that the margin of
defeat was shrinking, and our team-spirit
never flagged. We lost to significantly
heavier and stronger teams from much
larger schools, but at least the boys were
implementing the skills taught during
training. Our loss against Caterham (12-31)
in which Steven Pilley and MacDonald
each scored once, showed real promise, but
our last match of the half-term, away
against Claremont Fan Court, bore fruit.
We really communicated, supported the
ball–carrier, tackled much bigger boys, and
scrummed in excellent fashion. The 39-0
victory was well-deserved; the singing in the
minibus back home and the smiles on
every face told of the significance of this
win. MacDonald and Nicholas Mays each
scored two tries, while Sebastian Legros,
Pilley and Coyle each dotted down once. 

After half term, despite a toughly-
contested loss against Chiselhurst and
Sidcup of 5-19, where Alex Culhane scored
our lone try, our next two matches

P W D L PF PA
13 11 0 2 429 87

SQUAD
Will Adolphy, Henry Bird, Max Bower,
Charlie Buck, Jack Carmichael, Justin
Chow, Richard Cooksey, Fred Davies,
Thomas Derriman, Philip Earle,
Christopher Etherington, Benjamin
Fifield, Joshua French, Charlie
Godfrey, Christopher Harvey (Vice-
Captain), Alex Lown, Dominic Orchard
(Captain), Harry Pledge, William
Straughan, Will Vinter, Edward Walton,
James Wilson, Samuel Wood 

SQUAD
Edwin Ball, Joshua Carter, Oscar Coyle,
Alexander Culhane, Marcus Dawes,
Benjamin Gosling, Matthew Hall,
Harry Househam, Alexander Jenner,
Frederick Kratt, Sebastian Legros,
Calum Lightfoot, Benjamin Mady,
Philip MacDonald, Nicholas Mays,
Charlie Morrison, William Nash,
Steven Pilley (Captain), George
Seymour, James Stringer, Emil Way,
Oliver West, Alexander Winstone
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witnessed superb, tough, attritional rugby.
We also moved Legros on to the wing. Our
7-3 victory over Dartford Grammar hinged
very much on his try. Not surprisingly
Legros scored again, against Wallington
Grammar; so did Oliver West, and two
tries from MacDonald secured our 24-12
win. Unfortunately our match against St
Dunstan's was cancelled. We were on a
ripple of victory and wanted to win again.
So, it was with anticipation that we set off
for Sevenoaks. After an early try from Mays
we didn’t take advantage of the slope in
the first half, so perhaps inevitably the tiny,
uneven and muddy pitch, and our naivety
in negotiating overhanging trees on the
touchline, all contrived to deprive us of
victory in a strongly contested match – the
margin of 5-19 did not reflect our effort.

Three matches in January were cancelled
because of the weather – against
Wallington (rematch), Glyn and Gravesend
Grammar. We quickly rubbed our match-
less rust away, and secured strong victories
against London Oratory and St Bede's.
Admittedly we were pitched against
Oratory's B side, but the 60-0 margin does
not detract from the exciting brand of
rugby played where Coyle, Legros,
MacDonald and Charlie Morrison each
scored two tries, while Mays and West also
dotted down. The 39-0 victory over St
Bede's School from The Dicker witnessed
our best rugby of the season. MacDonald
dotted down twice, and Mays, Culhane,
James Stringer, Joshua Carter and West all
scored tries as well. Equally praiseworthy
and selfless was the fine gesture offered by
William Nash, Edwin Ball and Emil Way to
help St Bede's by donning their green kit
and playing for them after they were three
men down at half-time. By doing so they
ensured that this match continued.
Commendable too, and just as exciting,
was the comradeship and unity in this
match, the culmination of five months of
hard work – we rucked effectively, we ran
and passed with accuracy and kicked
intelligently. It was a sweet victory. Our
captain, Steve Pilley, enjoyed a strong
game, and his captaincy deserves special
mention. He has led this team by playing
hard himself. I have greatly enjoyed
working with this softly-spoken, self-

effacing young man who has matured into
this role and learned to encourage and
censure in equal measure and with
increasing diplomacy.

Our final match was a triumph. We
defeated Royal Alexander and Albert 12-5
on a very picturesque pitch close to their
lake. Mays and Legros each scored a try in
the second half, but not before some fairly
blunt and stern words at half-time. We had
abandoned our game-plan, and were
playing chaotic, frenetic rugby. A few
'rhino' calls, a little bit of pick-and-drive,
and an accurate Morrison boot saw us back
in command. It was a strong game of
rugby, and a wonderful way in which to
conclude the season.

Looking back, this report may read like a
list of try-scorers – it is not. It is a proudly
described record of the magnificent
progress that this team has made, and a
sincere account of my enjoyment in coaching
these boys. So it is fitting and right to
scribe special praise for the 'try-less' boys
who served this team with typical
Freemen's dedication, loyalty and pride;
strong boys like our props Ben Mady and
Matthew Hall, our indefatigable hooker
Harry Househam, and our tireless locks Ed
Ball, Calum Lightfoot and Ben Gosling
who all scrummed with great strength.
And other boys who worked, tackled and
ran hard, like flankers Marcus Dawes and
George Seymour, fullback Frederick Kratt,
centre William Nash and winger Emil Way.
I express an enormous debt of gratitude to
these fine boys for playing so well, and to
the many dads and mums who supported
us faithfully and enthusiastically every
match. 

Mr Chris Bloomer

SCHOOL COLOURS
Alex Culhane, Harry Househam, Philip
MacDonald, Nicholas Mays, Charlie
Morrison, Steven Pilley, James Stringer

SURREY TRIALS
Philip MacDonald, Charlie Morrison

MOST IMPROVED PLAYER
Harry Househam

P W D L PF PA
13 7 0 6 246 242

SEVEN-A-SIDE SEASON

Playing against teams who played the
predictable sevens pattern of one off-
load to the quick boy, we easily played
the more attractive brand of sevens,
possibly because we didn't have a
speedster. These boys worked so hard,
running and holding back and passing
and looping and holding an arrow-like
line. It worked.

We lost our first match of the Surrey
Tournament against Riddlesdown 24-
19. Against a much bigger side who
looked for contact we played catch–up
rugby, and nearly won; it was our only
defeat. We conquered Harrodian on a
narrow field 31-5. Coming second in
our pool shot us into the Plate and we
quickly dispatched Ewell Castle 34-7 in
the Quarters. Perhaps our best display
of the tournament was in the Semis
against a typically big Christ's Hospital
team. The score of 45-5 says everything.
We danced and flung the ball wide and
ran ourselves ragged to destroy the
opposition, and marched with ever-
increasing confidence to the Final
against Tiffin.

The score line of 28-7 belies the tale of
our success. This is a team who grew in
stature, self-belief, trust in their peers,
and played such an exciting brand of
rugby – full of flair and structure.
Unfortunately Charlie Morrison tore a
hamstring in the dying moments of the
match, but the result was already
secure by then. The medal ceremony
was a little poignant. Mr Fred
Batchelor, formerly Head of History at
Freemen's, now the president of Surrey
Schools' rugby, beamed with pride as
he shook the hands of our 12 boys. And
they could not contain their well-
earned pride either. They deserved
every second of their success.

As usual an expression of enormous
gratitude is offered to Mr Moore and
the parents who chewed their
fingernails to the quick in excitement
and beaming joy. It was a magnificent
tournament. Top try-scorers were Philip
MacDonald and Nicholas Mays, with
seven and six tries respectively; but
actually the try tally of the whole team
is more telling – we scored 24 in total.
11 of the squad of 12 crossed the
opposition's line at least once. It truly
was a team effort of significant
proportion.

Mr Chris Bloomer

SQUAD
Joshua Carter, Oscar Coyle, Alexander
Culhane, Marcus Dawes, Sebastian
Legros, Calum Lightfoot, Philip
MacDonald, Nicholas Mays, Charlie
Morrison, Steven Pilley (Captain),
James Stringer, Oliver West
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U14A RUGBY

The team had a tough season but we
can take away many positives. The
team has improved tremendously
and has consistently played good
rugby.

Everyone turned up to every squad and
every fixture. We never had a lack of
players and the whole squad showed
great enthusiasm.

A lot of new boys had joined the school
and we received many players. We had
new additions mainly into the pack and a
new full back. This gave the team even
greater strength. The squad became very
tight as a team and started to function very
well together. We developed a large
knowledge of the game, which helped us
to develop a variety of effective set piece
moves which were executed at times very
successfully during fixtures. The pack
started to dominate in the ruck and were
soon retaining most of their ball and even
stealing a lot of opposition ball. The pack
also developed line out moves that were
effective and allowed us to keep possession
against teams with huge boys.

Our first game of the season was against
Emanuel. We lost quite convincingly with a
score of 40-7, a try and conversion from the
fly half put us on the scoreboard. This
made us realise we had to improve to
compete and going into the next game
against Seaford College we did. This was a

close game that could have easily been a
victory. The final score was 12-14 with tries
from Hamer and Fitzpatrick. We suffered
defeats in our next two fixtures against
Sutton Valence (34-5) and Caterham (46-
12). Then we scored our first victory
against Claremont Fan court where we
won convincingly with a score of 34-14
with Earl, Aitchison, Roberts, Solway,
Fitzpatrick and Etherington all scoring.
Unfortunately we then lost to Chislehurst
and Sidcup 17-5. The first cancellation of
the season occurred due to bad weather.
Unfortunately we then came up against
some tough opposition and lost three
games to Dartford Grammar (22-10),
Wallington County Grammar School (29-7)
and Sevenoaks (35-7). Following this we
had another two cancellations. We came
back and lost narrowly to London Oratory
15-7 with Etherington scoring and Solway
converting. Our fixture against Gravesend
Grammar was sadly cancelled as well. This
gave us a break and a chance to come back
even stronger to beat St Bede’s quite
convincingly with a final score of 31-12,
with Bucks and Ntow-Aninkora both
scoring tries and Etherington managing to
score a hat–trick. In our final game of the
season we were determined to end on a
high. We were facing a Harrodian team
who we had played during the week
before in the Surrey 7s. Everyone was
ready for it and after a positive pre-match
build up the team played through the
phases and managed to not only win but
win convincingly.

Finally, thanks must be made, especially to
Mr Bird who put a lot of effort into
coaching us at every squad session and
gave up each weekend to take us to the
fixtures and referee. Also thanks to
everyone in the squad who put all their
effort into the team and strived to reach
our targets and making the role of captain
so rewarding.

Michael Harvey

SQUAD
Tai Bucks, Dominic Catlow, Maxwell
Davies, Alexander Duke, George Earl,
Nicholas Etherington, Jonathan Evans,
Michael Harvey (Captain), Matthew
Jackson, Oscar Ntow-Aninkora, Jack
Roberts, Karim Shabankareh, Michael
Sheehan, Hugo Solway,  Jordan Turton,
Alexander Tzortzis

U14B RUGBY

This was an interesting season, despite
not winning a match all the players in
the team displayed a remarkable sense
of enthusiasm and commitment and
kept their heads held high. The vast
majority of players turned up for squad
training and matches despite often some
foul weather and unpleasant conditions.
Throughout the season the boys learnt
how to play better together as a team.
The team played eight games in all,
three at home and five away.  Points
were scored in all bar two of the games.
Krishan Shah scored some great tries
with hard and purposeful running and
breaking tackles. Other players who
scored points during the season were
Jack Roberts, Alex Tzortsis, Jamie
Fernandez and Hugo Solway. Overall,
there was improvement as they
progressed towards the end of the
season and we will hope to carry on like
that. Thanks must go to Mr Bird and Mr
Retzlaff who coached and encouraged
us all season and Jamie Fernandez,
Andrew Aitchison, Tom MacConnell
and Nicholas Cousins who captained
the side on different occasions.

Mr Rob Retzlaff

SQUAD
Andrew Aitchison, Vladislav
Baynov, Laurence Belcher, George
Bender, Will Clark, Jack Cooper,
Nicholas Cousins, Max Davies,
Jonny Evans, Jamie Fernandez,
Conor Fitzpatrick, Jack Flammiger,
George Florentine, William Lam,
William Lane, Tom MacConnol,
Michael McKeiver, Jack Roberts,
Angus Robertson, James Salisbury
Daniel Sareen, Krishen Shah,
Alistair Smith, Hugo Solway, Alex
Tzortsis, Hugh Ward, James Wilby 

P W D L
8 0 0 8

PF PA
56 327

P W D L PF PA 
11 2 0 9 137 278
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U13A RUGBY

The boys can look back at this season
extremely proudly. However, one or two of
this competitive group will be
disappointed that they did not record an
unbeaten season. Something that would
have been achieved if they had scored a
total of four more points in the first two
games and indeed turned up in the first
half against a giant Chislehurst and Sidcup
side. These slight shortfalls, combined
with us losing five very winnable fixtures
to the weather were the only
disappointments in the entire season.

Throughout the season come wind, rain
and shine (snow and mud!) over 50 boys
attended squad with a professional and
committed attitude. This was a credit to
the pupils but also reflected in the
successes of the sides. There is no doubt
that the Bs 100% record and the number of C
fixtures contributed heavily to the As
success. Competition for places was high and
the standard and intensity of training
sessions was a pleasure to be involved in.

On the field, highlights came thick and
fast. The team managed to demonstrate
their full repertoire of moves, skills and
phase play in classy performances against
Sevenoaks (54-0), Willington (48-5),
Caterham (43-17) and Claremont (52-12).
Nevertheless, it was the close games
against Reading Bluecoat (12-5), Amesbury
(24-28), Wallington (15-5) and Milbourne
Lodge (12-7) that they managed to grind
out results that were the most pleasing.
The boys rose to the test of character and
time and time again showed great team
spirit in the face of adversity. Ashtead Park
became a fortress as they won every home
fixture.

By the end of the season the players were
unrecognisable in terms of their individual
development and their understanding of
technical and tactical aspects of the
gameplan. The forwards Pilley, Howard
and Swindell dominated set piece and
break down ball and offered powerful ball
carries (including some outrageous
dummies). Eldridge, Pasche, Harvey and
Ball unselfishly worked their hearts out in
defence and won so much quick ball which
became the team’s platform. In the
backrow Meek and Gordon were able to
play with the freedom to make breaks,
score numerous tries and turnover a huge
amount of ball.

With so much great ball created by the
forwards the backline had licence to play
with freedom. After Nash and Rutherford

developed a taste for crossing the
whitewash it appeared they spent much of
their time finishing some scintillating team
tries. Stringer’s service was sharp and his
partnership with Lumsden is developing
into an impressive one. Ben’s tactical
kicking and reading of the game was at
times exceptional and hopefully can
become a consistent part of his game in the
Senior School. Room, Slater and Walton
showed real pride in defence, slick hands
and also crossed the line on several
occasions. Finally, Orchard playing
predominately at full back showed flashes
of excellence with ball in hand and
marshalled the defence from the back.

Special thanks must go to our Captain.
Throughout the season Tom Slater lead the
side with maturity and enthusiasm.
Despite suffering a serious injury in the
game against Reeds and missing a large
part of the season he never missed a
training session or fixture once he had
recovered.

The season ended with frustration in all
three sevens tournaments. Despite this it
was a hugely satisfying season. Thank you to
all the boys that were involved, the staff
that aided the training sessions and the
parents (and grandparents) for their
support throughout the season no matter
what the weather. 

Mr James Gibson

SQUAD
Matt Ball, Harrison Eldridge, Stephen
Gordon (Vice Captain), Jared Harvey,
James Howard, Ben Lumsden, George
Meek, Toby Nash, Oliver Orchard,
Matthew Pasche, David Pilley, Johnny
Rutherford, Tom Slater (Captain),
Callum Room, Louis Swindell, Ed
Stringer, Christopher Walton

COLOURS Stephen Gordon, James Howard, Ben Lumsden, Tom Slater 

THE LEEFE SHIELD (Most Improved Player) Matthew Pasche

P W D L       PF       PA

14 11 0 3      340     193
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U13B RUGBY

The team completed a remarkable
unbeaten season on Wednesday 24th
March by demolishing Willington 53-0.

The team played 13 games winning all of
them with an incredible points record, scoring
480 points and conceding just 62. This is a
result of the team’s all year round grit and
determination, training hard twice a week
and showing true dedication on the pitch.

Throughout the season the squad played
some delightful rugby scoring over 70 tries,
and there were many highlights. The team
put in a great performance against Sutton
Valence romping to a 68-0 victory. Arguably
the best try came against rivals Reed’s, the
ball was won inside their 22, the backs then
took control with superb handling to let
winger Liam Fitt score in the corner. Referee,
Mr Retzlaff, said afterwards that it was one
of the best U13 tries he had ever seen.

Alex Lumsden frequently got the team out
of danger with his accurate kicking, with
his best coming against Harrodian. Under
pressure in our 10 metre line he cleared to

win a lineout on their
five metre line, a kick
any professional
would be proud of.

The team has also had to grind out some
very tense games, especially against
Emanuel and Chislehurst & Sidcup, but
the team stayed focused and kept the
opposition at bay.

Thanks must go to all the sports staff who
helped throughout the season, but
especially to Mr Gibson and Mr Chadwick
who inspired the team to work hard and to
play good rugby. There is no doubt that the
team wouldn’t have achieved this superb
run of results had it not been for them. 

Of course on match day it is all down to
the players and the captain of the side, Rory
Penfold led the team superbly keeping

everyone’s heads up if we were losing and
leading by example on and off the pitch.

It was a great season topped off by the fact
that half of the team were U12 players,
which builds a strong platform for next
season. For the players moving up into the
U14s and senior rugby they are already
looking forward to next season.

Tim Newhouse

I would just like to take this opportunity to
thank Mr Gibson, Mr Deighton and Dinos
for all their help this year. I would also like
to thank the parents for their continued
support. It was a fantastic season and the
boys can be proud of their achievement.

Mr Alan Chadwick

SQUAD
Thomas Abraham, James Boardman,
Ryan Cooper, Liam Fitt, Aran
Fitzpatrick, Ravindranath Ghosh,
Edward Jenner, Alexander Lumsden,
Ashley Marshall, Christian Mays,
Oliver Meek, Timothy Newhouse,
Matthew Pasche, Rory Penfold,
Christopher Richards, Ben Thompson,
Cameron Watson

U13C RUGBY

This crop of players were keen and
committed to improving their skills and
doing themselves proud.

Many of the boys in the Cs find
themselves here due to their size and not
as a result of their lack of skills or
aggression in the tackle area. Our games
sessions would normally comprise a skills
session followed by a game whereby one
or two players would run rings around
the others and the rest would enjoy
knocking each other to bits. We were
vulnerable in defence all season and
without Windle and Wilkinson, we would
have leaked many more tries throughout
the season.

Mr Gibson had a huge number of players
attending his afternoon squads and as a
result was able to give many of the C
players game time in B fixtures. Windle,
Wilkes, Thompson and Boardman were
just a few of our players who made the
transition successfully.

Rolandelli was our go-to guy and he
would destroy teams with his strong runs.
The rest of the team were his support
runners and as long as we kept possession
of the ball, things were generally dandy.
However too often we scored three or four
tries in a game only to leak five or six.

As the season
progressed and the
Lower 4s grew
noticeably bigger, we
became more and
more competitive. The
Upper 3s became
more confident
playing with the
older boys and as a
result the team
started playing for
each other. We ended
the season strongly
putting together
phase after phase of
cleverly constructed 

forward play, backed up with strong
running lines and aggressive running by the
backs. Defensively we operated as a unit
and despite falling off a few tackles,
managed to put more points on the board
than the number of tries we conceded.

To the Lower 4s, I wish you well as you
fight for a starting place in the U14s next
season. Upper 3s, well done for
developing as players this season and
good luck next season challenging for
positions in the U13A and B teams.

Mr Martin Valkenburg

SQUAD
Samuel Ashbridge, Elliot Barnes, Harry
Batstone, George Bearryman, Lewis
Bizaoui, James Dakin, Nathan Dunne,
Edward England, Harry Fryer, Josh
Gamber, Angus Gillan, Alfie Goodman,
Toby Ishmael, Ben Leslie, John
Morrison, Ben Mounfield, Marcos
Penteado, William Rees, Antonio
Rolandelli, Joseph Rowley, Samuel
Strijdom, Edward Vinter, Alex Walsh,
Peter Wilkes, Ben Wilkinson, Ben Windle

P W D L PF PA 
13 13 0 0 480 62
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U11A RUGBY 

We lost our first match but as the boys
realised they were growing as a unit their
general play improved. They grew in
confidence and learnt what was expected
of them. For our second fixture against
Amesbury we were without our captain
and playmaker Ben. However, the boys
were confident of repeating last year’s
victory. Our defence showed signs of
improvement but try scoring opportunities
were squandered. In the third minute of
extra time, Amesbury didn’t find touch
from a penalty under their posts and as a
result we managed to get over their line for
the match winning try.

After Christmas we had a regular supply
of matches and our standard of play
improved considerably as a result. Having
brushed aside Kingswood House, Reigate
St Mary’s and Milbourne Lodge
convincingly, our real test was against
Donhead Lodge. Due to roadworks we had
two minutes to warm up before our
toughest match of the season.

We got off to a flyer, scoring in the first
three minutes and never looked back.
Everyone in the team was making breath
taking runs and defending with self
confidence and conviction. It was great
watching every member of the team
making such a valuable contribution.

Just before our 7s season began we played
a 12-a-side tournament at Caterham. We
made it through our pool safely as runners
up and found ourselves playing Chinthurst
in the semi. We managed to pip them and
were now in the final playing Hilden Grange
who had outplayed us in pool earlier in the
day. We turned on the magic in the final.
Special mention must go to Eddie Freeman
for his man of the match performance
(which included two tries) as well as Oli
and Ben for dictating play with their pin-

point kicking. Jake too was invaluable,
turning over possession throughout the
day, winning us invaluable ball.

A few days later we played our first 7-a-
side tournament at Rokeby. Again we
managed to go through to the semi-final of
the Cup, but came up against a strong
Shrewsbury House team. Despite going up
one try to nil early on, we allowed them
back into the game which relegated us to the
third/fourth play off. We despatched
Rokeby in the play off and left with our
second trophy and medals in a week.

The Donhead 7s tournament is a well
supported event attended by strong rugby
schools from far and wide. We showed
glimpses of the form we had displayed at
Rokeby but were out thought and out
played. We found ourselves in the plate,
risking the chance of returning to school
before triple games. It turned out the three
schools we would face in the knock out
stages would be all boys schools with strong
rugby pedigree. Our opposition in the
quarter–final was Whitgift. We had had time
to refocus and we stitched on the skills to
completely brush them aside. We were
playing an expansive brand of 7s but would
we be able maintain this intensity for two
more games? Rokeby were our semi final
opponents and a team we had beaten twice
before that week. Once again we managed
to find chinks in their armour and outpace
them through the cleverly worked spaces.

St Benedict’s were our opposition in the
Plate Final. Despite falling off a few tackles
and leaking an early try, we fought our
way back and went down fighting four
tries to two. We left as Plate Runners Up
with our heads held high.

As coach it has been a rewarding season,
watching my support players (non-core
players) become able match winners as
well as winning me my first Cup in 10
years. Thanks boys. I would like to thank
Mr Moore for his valuable contributions
throughout the season at games sessions,
as well as Mr Windle for his support
during 7s tournaments.

May I also extend my thanks to the troop
of supporters who followed us, come rain
or shine to watch us. Your enthusiasm and
support were much appreciated.

Mr Martin Valkenburg

U11B RUGBY

The squad enjoyed a challenging season
in which they worked hard at improving
their skills and developing their game.
The commitment throughout the season
towards squad practices and games lessons
was highlighted in the movement of some
of the squad into the As later in the season.

The first match was a close encounter
with St George’s College, Weybridge, with
the scores tied at 30 points all. The team
produced some fine rugby with forwards
adapting well to the new five-a-side
scrum and coping with the new four-man
line out. They recycled the ball skilfully
allowing the backs to breakdown the
opposition defence. The side scored six
tries equally shared throughout the team.

The next game against Amesbury was a
tough encounter resulting in a 10-35 loss,
with Alex Taylor scoring both tries. The
Amesbury team was physically stronger
and dominated at the breakdown. We
continued our hard work in squad
sessions and games lessons.

Our next game resulted in a very emphatic
victory over Kingswood House, winning
35-15. Again the tries were shared equally
around the team emphasising our all round
team approach. Buoyed on, we encountered
Donhead Lodge and lost the game 35-5.
Despite encountering strong opposition
our spirited performance was impressive. 

The development of the team continued
with an impressive victory over
Willington winning 60-0 as the team
played with great confidence and ability. 

The highlight of the season was the
improvement shown throughout the whole
squad, who really worked hard at
improving their basic skills. The boys
proved to themselves that sheer hard
work and determination can result in
success and enjoyment. The squad really
enjoyed themselves throughout the season
and were a pleasure to coach. We wish them
all the best in their future sporting careers. 

Mr Bill Deighton & Mr Tim Windle

SQUAD
James Bearryman, Edward Freeman,
Oliver Graham, Noah Hewitt, James
Lawrence, Jack Mounfield, Eli Pooley,
Ben Sidwell, Jake Slater, Jack Symonds,
Daniel Widdowson, Oliver Williams 

SQUAD
James Bearryman, David Berry, Joshua
Brandon, Stephen Cockrem, Lewis
Cooper, Alexandros Kanavos, Edward
Lott, Adityavir Nat, Thomas Oliver,
Eli Pooley, Edward Roscoe, Joshua
Stephens, Harry Stringer, Alexander
Taylor, Calum Walker, Jack Wells

P W D L
12 0 0 8

PF PA 
56 327

P W D L
4 1 1 2

PF PA 
80 115
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U10A RUGBY

The season started in the usual fashion
with a hard fought competition at Reading
Oratory, a tournament consisting of large
prep schools from the South East. Yet again
Freemen’s maintained the successful
tradition winning the Cardinal’s Shield
without conceding a point. The squad of
12 boys, including three pupils who joined
the school in September, beat St John’s
Beaumont, Donhead Lodge ‘B’, Oratory
‘B’, Abingdon Prep, Thorpe House and St
Hugh’s scoring 22 tries in total.

The mood amongst the boys was buoyant
after winning some silverware and training
sessions were productive. In our first full
fixture against St George’s, Weybridge,
ferocious tackling wasn’t enough and their
organisation paid off as we lost 10-25. After
half term and a few weeks dedicated to 

set-piece and
defensive structure
we defeated
Amesbury
Preparatory School
by seven tries, 35-0
and played some
exciting, expansive
rugby. Unfortunately
due to extreme
weather we lost the
Chinthurst Festival
and two fixtures
versus Chinthurst and Caterham.

Our next competitive fixture came in
Cheshire versus Terra Nova Preparatory
School in which the amount of training
pitch time paid off with a convincing 40-5
victory. After returning from a very
successful tour, a more cohesive bunch of
players strode towards the same goals
both in training and fixtures. This was
evident against Kingswood House
winning 35-0 and also during the Cumnor
House Tournament where we beat
Tonbridge feeder school, New Beacon 5-0,
Shrewsbury House 10-0 and drawing with
Hawthorns 0-0. This meant we played

Shrewsbury House
once more in the
Semi-Final, eventually
losing 0-5. 

After another two cancelled fixtures
(Donhead Lodge and Reigate St Mary’s) we
played Rokeby. Having refereed the game
and being very close to the action I can say
that the tackling, rucking and knowledge of
the contact area from both teams was
exceptional, a credit to the players on the
field. We took the lead but after a few lapses
in concentration we lost narrowly 15-20.
The enthusiasm towards rugby within
Upper 2 is enormous, and the boys were a
pleasure to work with and even tour with!
I congratulate all the players who not only
used their experience to score tries, vary line
outs, attempt audacious free pass moves but
also encouraged others into the game and
allowed them to learn from their knowledge
and understanding of the game.

Mr Andrew Bird
P W D L PF PA 
16 12 1 3 275 55

SQUAD
Charlie Bolam, Luke Butcher, Toby
Collett, Ollie Cooper, Freddie Cox,
Daniel Cuthbert (Captain), Oliver
Chesover-Dennard, Ethan Kitto,
Alexander Lane, Henry Offin, James
Stanley, Matthew Stanley, Jamie Wilks 

U10B RUGBY

The squad enjoyed a successful season
which began with a home fixture
against St George’s Weybridge.
The boys battled courageously and were
drawing 5-5 at half time courtesy of an Oliver
Chesover-Dennard try, but were unable to
match the pace and power of the opposition
in the second half and eventually lost 15-5.

The first success came a fortnight later with
a 15-5 win over local rivals Downsend.
Tenacious tackling in defence and free-
flowing attacking rugby were much in
evidence, and tries were scored by Freddie
Cox, Ethan Kitto and Tom Turner.

In the last match of the term the team
produced more impressive rugby, with
forwards recycling the ball skilfully and
backs making breaks through the
opposition defence. The boys ran in six
tries with Freddie Cox (2), Tom McCleave
(2), Charlie Bolam and Matthew Parisi on

the scoresheet,
resulting in a 30-0
victory against
Amesbury.

The inaugural
Under 10 rugby
tour of the North
West was the
highlight of the
season for many of
the squad. The
experience was
extremely valuable.
Tackling was put to one side in the game
against Terra Nova prep as the boys decided
to simply outscore the opposition. By the end
the score was 45-30 to Freemen’s and the
coach’s nerves were in tatters! Ethan Kitto
was the star perfomer with five tries, with
Oliver Chesover-Dennard, Oliver Bisping,
Tom Turner and Tom McCleave also crossing
the line. The following day, with the pitch
too hard for full-contact rugby, the boys
enjoyed a game of tag versus Ryley’s
which ended in an honourable 0-0 draw.

The fixture against Kingswood House in
early February saw an improvement in the
team’s communication and commitment in
defence. The forwards provided a strong
platform by winning countless rucks and
this allowed the backs to use their pace and
passing skills. Tom McCleave (3)
and Michael John (2) were the try
scorers in a comfortable 25-5 win.

After a sub-par performance against Rokby
which ended in a 35-0 defeat, the side
finished their season with a 10-10 draw
against Willington A. We dominated the first
half and were unlucky to only lead 10-0 at
half time with tries from Ethan Kitto and
Charlie Bolam. However in the second half
the boys took their foot off the gas and
conceded two late tries.

Overall it was an extremely positive season.
The boys worked very hard to develop their
skills, and as a consequence have improved
as individuals and as a team. The squad
has been a pleasure to coach and I wish all
the boys well when they make the step up
to 12-a-side rugby next season.

Mr Simon Davies

SQUAD
Arthur Baltay, Oliver Bisping, Charlie
Bolam, Oliver Chesover-Dennard, Tom
Clark, Benedict Connor, Freddie Cox,
Alex Evans, Tim Howard, Michael
John, Ethan Kitto, David Lingard, Tom
McCleave, Matthew Parisi, John
Ratcliff, Alasdair Robertson (Captain),
Mikhail Snodgrass-Rudd, Tom
Turner, Jonathan Wilkinson

P W L D PF PA
7 4 2 1 120 55
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U9A RUGBY

After a steady start to the season the team
put in some really promising performances
towards the back end of the season.
Captained by Reuben Rowe the boys had a
leader who was very vocal and an excellent
runner with the ball in hand despite him
being new to the sport. As the season
progressed the boys showed a much better
understanding of positional responsibilities
and started to work better as a defensive
unit. Unfortunately a number of fixtures
were lost due to the weather including the
Chinthurst Festival which was a massive
disappointment to all involved.

Throughout the season the smallest boy,
Max was the strongest defender showing
what technique combined with heart can
produce. Other highlights included
Charlie’s snipes from scrum half (and his
hat-trick at Caterham), Rob and Nick’s
powerful rucking, Henry’s aggressive 

breaks and pace from the outside backs of
Ben, Fred, Alex and Leonidas.

The boys must continue to develop their
physicality on the field and be more
effective at the ruck situation if they are to
compete at Under 10 level. 

Mr James Gibson

U8 TAG RUGBY

The primary aim of Under 8 rugby at
Freemen’s is to introduce the core skills
and principles of the sport in practice and
then offer all boys the opportunity to
participate in a few competitive fixtures
before they start contact rugby at Under
9s. This year the boys worked really hard
at developing these skills throughout
games sessions and lunchtime squads
and were rewarded with some
encouraging performances against other
schools such as Donhead, Willington and 

also in the fiercely competitive Inter
House Rugby competition.

Towards the end of the second term the
pupils had the opportunity to experience
some ‘contact rugby’ and took to it like

ducks to water. Hopefully this is a good
sign of things to come next season as the
boys get more opportunities to represent
the school on the rugby field.

Mr James Gibson

SQUAD
Robert Barrows, Benjamin Boardman,
Fred Geen, Alex Jepp, Leonidas
Kanavos, Max Lowery, Henry Nice,
Ruben Rowe (Captain), Nick Ruddell,
Charlie Sidwell

SQUAD The Entire Year Group of Boys

P      W     D     L      PF       PA

9      5      0     4      124     114

U9B RUGBY

This was an encouraging season. Whilst
they did not win the majority of their games
they showed vast improvement both as
individuals and as a team. Also the whole
year group had the opportunity to play
and a number of individuals made the step
up to A team rugby. Highlights came in the
performances against a strong Caterham
team away and Kingswood House at home
where good rucking from the forwards and
strong and illusive runs from the backs
culminated in some excellent team tries.

With a seasons experience of contact rugby
under their belts the boys’ confidence in
the ruck and tackle area has visibly
improved and with a bit more ‘go forward’
with the ball in hand and under the

watchful eyes of Mr Davies and Mr Bird
they should enjoy U10 rugby next season.

Mr James Gibson

SQUAD
James Alford, John Berry, Henry Bush,
Daniel Brandon, Simon Fohn, Thomas
Goodhall, Thomas Hobbs, Alex Jepp,
Aron Pandian, Alex Phillips, Oliver
Platts, Thomas Renolds, Adam Taylor,
Luc Tran

P      W     D     L      PF      PA

8      1      0     7      72     122
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Cricket
1ST XI CRICKET 

We started off with a fixture against Reed’s
the weekend before term started and were
caught cold – from a good bowling position
of 100-5 we allowed them to score 200 runs,
and in reply we managed only 100. Poor
performances against KCS Wimbledon,
RGS Guildford, Trinity and John Fisher
followed, though interspersed with
winning performances against Sevenoaks,
KES Witley and Emanuel by four wickets
with Will Culhane taking 4-43.

After half term we came back to school
with renewed vigour. The boys trained
well in the first week back before
overwhelming Caterham with an
outstanding performance. More consistent
batting created partnerships, which,
coupled with good bowling and fielding
resulted in successful performances. This
form continued as we achieved a
resounding win against Tiffin.

With exams out of the way the squad
moved into an intensive final part of the
season. Cricket week saw us playing
schools from home and abroad, against
adult sides and in a National Festival.

The match against the XL club was once
again a one sided affair with the school
batting first (for the first time in my
memory). After the loss of an early wicket,
Fred Davies (169*) and Jonathan Lewis-
Oliver (50) posted a total of 271-2 before
we bowled the opposition out for under
100. Against the MCC the team had a last
over loss in a closely contested game
though bounced back with a convincing
win against Forest school and an
exhilarating last over victory against
Australian touring side St Laurence’s
College, from Brisbane.

After a satisfying few days cricket and
some very good performances we set off to
Somerset and launched into the Bruton
Festival with confidence. On day one we
played Christ’s Hospital from Sussex.
After some tight early bowling and
wickets we allowed them to get off the
hook before Marcus Dawes (4-22) and Will
Culhane (3-55) pegged them back to 215.
We started well with Fred Davies scoring 36
but lost wickets at regular intervals, so
never allowed ourselves the platform from
which to score such a total. St Peter's York
were next and this was now a must win
game. We found ourselves chasing 199
thanks to some solid bowling from
Michael Dawes (2-47) and Will Culhane (3-
58). Unfortunately we once again lost
wickets at regular intervals so weren’t able

to overtake their score, but we did salvage
a draw with some resolute batting from
Will Culhane (11 off 42 balls) and Ed
Walton (14 off 69 balls). Finally we played
King’s Bruton and at last got our batting
together and posted a competitive total of
168 with Fred Davies (49) leading the way.
Early wickets in the Bruton innings put us
on the front foot, however we let our
concentration drift as we handed the
initiative back and allowed partnerships to
develop. A stern few words from Mr
Stewart at drinks had the desired effect as
we ran out winners by 20 runs, Michael
Dawes (2-22) and Will Culhane (3-33) once
again our most effective bowlers. This win
elevated us to runners up which was a most
satisfying result and fitting end to the hard
work Mr Stewart, Mr Gibson and the boys
had put in after a fairly poor start. 

To all leavers, thank you for all your
efforts and contribution to cricket during
your time at Freemen’s and I wish you all
the best for the future.

Mr Jon Moore

COLOURS
Mike Dawes, Martyn Holloway-Neville,
Joe Hutter, Jonathan Lewis-Oliver
RE-AWARDED
Will Culhane, Fred Davies

SQUAD (five or more matches)
Oscar Coyle, Alex Culhane, Will Culhane
(Captain), Fred Davies, Marcus Dawes,
Mike Dawes, Charlie Godfrey, Alex
Gregory, Arjun Gupta, Joe Hutter,
Jonathan Lewis-Oliver, Ross O'Brien,
George Seymour, Ed Walton

P 22 W 10 D 1 L 11 
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BOWLING OVERS MAIDENS RUNS WICKETS BEST AVERAGE
BOWLING

JONATHAN LEWIS-OLIVER 69.3 8 259 21 3-25 12.33

MIKE DAWES 135.4 26 405 26 6-33 15.57

MARCUS DAWES 94.2 19 342 21 4-21 16.28

WILL CULHANE* 155.4 27 655 37 5-42 17.70

FRED DAVIES 91 10 356 15 3-43 23.73

ROSS O’BRIEN 90.5 12 362 14 2-15 25.85
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BATTING INNINGS N.O. RUNS HIGHEST 100S AVERAGE
SCORE

FRED DAVIES 22 2 600 169* 1 30.00

JONATHAN LEWIS-OLIVER 17 5 306 50* 25.50

JOE HUTTER 19 1 426 98 23.66

MARCUS DAWES 17 1 229 43* 14.31

GEORGE SEYMOUR 15 202 34 13.46

WILL CULHANE* 17 4 154 40* 11.84

ED WALTON 18 1 188 31 11.05
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2ND XI CRICKET

This was an unusual and strangely
difficult season for the team, mainly
because the initially strong and
enthusiastic commitment from the boys
waned as the summer exams loomed, and
it became a battle to support a team for
every Saturday match. This inevitably
affected our team spirit, and too often we
let ourselves down with weak-minded
batting and sloppy fielding. Frequently
coaches euphemistically offer a post-
season report which refers to their statistics
as not accurately reflecting the story of the
season, where perhaps several close
defeats belie the success of the season.

Actually, our statistics really do tell the tale
of this season with accuracy – our only
victory of the season was against John
Fisher. We played them on their ground,
and stubbornly suggested to play our
choice of format, which was 20/20.

“They played a
brand of cricket that
can only be described
as swash-buckling”

It was a format which made a lot of sense
for us in terms of excitement and energy
and time. On this occasion we did indeed
rise to the challenge and several of the
boys scored well, posting a very
challenging total. It was the only time that
an opposition school did not make our
total. The other matches do not really bear
troubling the printers with description.

The squad was large because we had to
call upon many boys to help us out;
indeed, some names do not appear in the
squad because they only played for us on a
single occasion – boys like Oliver Mays,
Christopher Harvey and Henry Swindell
who must be thanked for helping us in
truly selfless Freemen's style. Two boys
who stand out in the squad are Peter
Hyams and William Vinter. They played a
brand of cricket that can only be described
as swash-buckling. Both boys hit the ball
very hard, with huge enjoyment and an
infectious spirit. Needless to say, both
batting styles were unorthodox, but highly
effective. William also bowled an
interesting left-arm off-spin, and often
fooled the opposing batsmen with both
flight and guile. 

I wish particularly to thank Mrs Hyams
who once again kept score for us on
numerous occasions. I wish all the boys the
very best for the years ahead.

Mr Chris Bloomer

P 10 W 1 L 9

SQUAD
Nicholas Bluck, Yiannis Charalambous,
Christopher Curtis, Thomas Derriman,
Ben Farrow, Jamie Graham, Oliver Hills,
Peter Hyams, Andrew Keenan, Stuart
Keenan, Alex Lown, Harry Pledge,
Dominic Sinnott, William Straughan,
William Vinter, James Wilson
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The boys entered our first fixture
against ‘that school from Cobham’ in
positive spirits. However, due to the
match being played in the holidays,
we were without the safe hands and
powerful hitting of Charlie
Morrison, and the reliable batting
from Sam Eglen.

Coyle made a fantastic debut, scoring a
brilliant 69. However, no one else managed
to reach double figures, and we were
bowled out for 130. Despite our low score,
we managed a resistance, with our bowlers
doing very well. Culhane led the attack
with three wickets for nine runs, and Tom
Rudnai and Sam Scott bowled great line
and length, but it was in vain, with Reed’s
winning by two wickets.

We then played Emanuel at home, and
convincingly won by nine wickets,
bowling them out cheaply, with wickets
shared about, and scoring the runs quickly.
Sam Eglen and Oscar Coyle batted very
well, to make 43* and 33 respectively. 

An early test in the season came when we
travelled to Trinity. We welcomed George
Seymour back into the side, and bowled
good areas, to restrict Trinity to a decent
score. With early losses of wickets, Coyle
and Culhane rescued the innings, putting
on a 70 run partnership, until Culhane on
36 ran Coyle out for 40, and then the very
next ball was caught on the boundary.
Despite a valiant effort at the end of the
innings, with Fred Kratt hitting some
superb shots for his 35*, we fell an
agonising two runs short. 

Convincing wins against KCS Wimbledon,
KES Witley and John Fisher followed, with
various squad members doing well. Oscar

Coyle and Marcus Dawes scored well
against KCS. Culhane bowled a fantastic
spell against KES Witley to take 5-26. Coyle
again scored more runs against Fisher,
making another half century for the side,
with his 72.

Various cup fixtures followed, against
Wimbledon College and Reigate GS in the
Surrey Cup, and Royal Albert & Alexandra
in the Dorking Cup. George Seymour and
Sam Eglen’s batting saw off Wimbledon
College, with the help of U14 Matt Jackson’s
quick bowling, taking three wickets. Marcus
Dawes scored 58* against Reigate, while a
fantastic performance from both George
Seymour and Tom Rudnai won the fixture
against Royal Albert & Alexandra. George
Seymour scored a memorable 158*, while
Tom Rudnai scored a half-century, and took
a five-wicket haul, which included a hat-trick.

Mid-week Cup fixtures continued, and we
managed to record victories in the Dorking
Cup over Ashcombe and Howard of
Effingham, beating both sides by nine
wickets. Eglen performed well with the bat,
scoring 61* against Ashcombe, while Dawes
had a fantastic all-round performance,
scoring 38 and taking three wickets. Charlie
Morrison scored his maiden Freemen’s
half- century against Howard, with Steven
Pilley supporting the side in the field,
taking four catches. 

With a break from the Cup fixtures, we
travelled to Caterham with high spirits.
However, George Seymour’s spin efforts,
and his four wickets were not enough to

win the game, as we were bowled out for a
mere 28, which was an improvement from
the start, when we lost eight wickets for no
score. Following this disappointment, we
won a close match against Tiffin, which
came down to the last ball. Sam Eglen’s four
wickets meant we managed to secure
victory by one wicket. 

Despite losing to a much stronger KCS
Wimbledon side in the Surrey Cup, we
bounced back to end the season on a high,
with a fantastic performance against local
rivals St John’s, in the Dorking Cup final.
Culhane and Jackson picked up early
wickets, with Rudnai also bowling well,
but Dawes came on late, and took a
fantastic six wickets, bowling St John’s out
for a low 113. In reply, we batted with
patience, and Eglen and Seymour opened
well, scoring 38 and 25. Coyle and Dawes
then finished the game off, and we won
the Dorking Cup.  

Overall, we had a hugely successful season,
culminating in the Cup win. The future of
cricket at the school looks bright, with
Oscar Coyle, Alex Culhane, Marcus Dawes,
Sam Eglen and George Seymour all playing
for the 1st XI this year. Our thanks must go
to Mr Bird, for his excellent coaching and
guidance, but also his commitment and
organisation throughout the season. 

Alex Culhane 

P17 W 13 L 4

SQUAD
Oscar Coyle, Alex Culhane (Captain),
Marcus Dawes (Senior-Pro), Sam
Eglen, Alex Jenner, Fred Kratt, Calum
Lightfoot, Philip MacDonald, Nick
Mays, Charlie Morrison, Steven Pilley,
Tom Rudnai, Sam Scott, George
Seymour (Senior-Pro), James Stringer

U15B CRICKET

The squad were capable of playing strong
competitive cricket, but unfortunately
were unable to do so in both innings on
more than one occasion. 

The side had a tough season as far as
results were concerned, however
individual success provided highlights
throughout the summer. Ben Mady hit two
sixes and five fours to race to a score of 47
in the last fixture and Nick Mays took four
wickets for 14 runs off just four overs
against KCS Wimbledon. 

Each member of the team had a role to
play and the effort and participation
shown was much appreciated. 

The squad’s approach to cricket was
somewhat unorthodox, however they were
able to enjoy what the game had to offer. A
number of boys showed potential

and I encourage them to pursue the sport
and wish them all the best in their future
cricketing careers. 

Mr Tim Windle

SQUAD
Edwin Ball, Joshua Carter, Benjamin
Gosling-Gleissberg, Matthew Hall,
Thomas Heasman, Harry Househam
(Captain), Alexander Jenner, Seb Legros,
Callum Lightfoot, Philip MacDonald,
Ben Mady, Nicholas Mays, Rory Miller,
Daniel Simpkin, James Stringer,
Joshua Stringfellow, Oliver West 

P 3 L 3

COLOURS AWARDED
Oscar Coyle, Alex Culhane, Marcus 
Dawes, Sam Eglen, George Seymour
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U14A CRICKET

Overall the season was a great success
with a number of very good wins and
some individuals really developing
their cricket. There were contributions
from every player and whilst there were a
number of individual batting and bowling
highlights perhaps the biggest achievement
was the team spirit that was created shown
in the attitude to training, fielding and
encouragement of our teammates. 

Our first game was against a strong Reed’s
team. Some loose bowling and some
excellent batting lead to Reed’s reaching a
total of 200. A hard score to reach, but with
help from an excellent 50 from Jordan
Turton we reached a creditable 153.
However, a tough lesson was learnt in the
last few overs, as batting for a draw, we
lost quick wickets and somehow managed to
lose a game that was never there to be lost!
This loss made us determined to practise
and work on the errors for the future. 

This was a good attitude to keep, as our next
game was a great victory against Emanuel.
Bowling first we restricted them to 110 with
Matt Jackson taking four wickets and others
bowling tight, pressure-building spells.

Batting with confidence we got off to a good
start but after losing a few quick wickets,
the nerves set in. However, as Mr Gibson
had told us partnerships were key to
winning games and sensible mature batting
from Alex Duke and Dominic Catlow (43)
developed a partnership of 52 and left the
captain to come in and finish the job with a
couple of blows to win the game. 

Our next games were called off due to the
weather, which was disappointing as these
were matches we could have won.
However, we practised and prepared for
the next games. 

Our next game was KES Witley. We
expected a win and that’s what we got.
Although a few players were missing we
performed really well. We bowled first,
and with real success as Jonny Evans took

three wickets as we held them to 56 runs.
We batted well, Tom MacConnol with 34*
helping our win.

KCS Wimbledon were our next opponents.
Again we bowled first, and were solid in
the field. They reached 118. Our opening
pair batted magnificently creating a season
highlight. They built a partnership of
about 90 runs. Hugo Solway reaching 60
and MacConnol getting another score in
the 30s not out. We were sure of a win.
Then disaster happened and the side
struggled against their spinner. We lost
batters 3-8 in quick succession. Again the
captain’s big hitting helped the side over
the line to secure the win.

Against John Fisher we got off to a flying
start but once the openers had gone their
Surrey bowler ripped through our top
order. Nick Etherington was one of the only
positives as he smashed ten to our total. We
were held to a very disappointing 60 runs.
We set out to field and tried to take some
early wickets, but they reached our score. 

We then faced Caterham. After an
impressive victory last year we were looking
for a win again. We bowled well with a great
spell from Jack Hamer, taking two wickets.
Jack Roberts also bowled superbly and
Michael Sheehan took a good catch on the
boundary. We started batting slowly but then
hit some runs. Unfortunately the game was
abandoned due to a back injury to Jack
Hamer. After a long delay for the
ambulance neither team were in the frame
of mind to continue the game. Jack luckily
has made a full recovery. 

Our last game was against a good Tiffin side,
and two important players were missing
from our team. We started positively, but
then the wickets fell due to some silly shots
and we paid for it, reaching only 60 runs
for the second time in the season. Fired up
to finish on a high we put on an excellent
bowling performance. Matt Jackson and
Hugo Solway bowled with aggression and
good economies. We needed a wicket and
Jonny Evans gave us the breakthrough.
The team managed to keep the opposition
out in the field for a long time but we
simply hadn’t scored enough runs. 

A huge thank you to Mr Gibson for all his
expertise and commitment during training
sessions and fixtures. In future I think we
will become a hard cricket team to beat.

Matt Jackson

SQUAD
Tai Bucks, Dominic Catlow, Alex Duke,
Nick Etherington, Jonny Evans, Jack
Hamer, Michael Harvey, Matt Jackson,
Tom MacConnol, Jack Roberts, Michael
Sheehan, Hugo Solway, Jordan Turton,
James Wilby

COLOURS  Matt Jackson

U14B CRICKET

The first game of the season was a B and
C match against Reed’s. The Cs began
with a low score of 60. Fortunately, their
talents lay in bowling.

Our next match was against John Fisher,
who put in a solid batting performance
scoring 143-5. Krishan Shah had a good
bowling spell taking two wickets for 11
runs. We fell slightly short scoring 123-3.
Credit has to be given to James Wilby for
his half century (53*) and century
partnership with Krishan Shah (39*).

The second game was against a
dominant Caterham side with a less
pleasing result; we lost by 50 runs
scoring only 81. No one performed with
the bat and we struggled bowling. We all
agree that this was because of our long
and relaxed half term and decided to
train harder for our next match.

The last match of the season was also our
hardest. We played a powerful Tiffin side
that had some of the fastest bowlers we
had ever faced. We gave a creditable
performance with the ball. Hugo Solway,
in the B team for bowling practice,
produced an excellent opening spell and
was well backed up by Krishan Shah who
took two wickets. The batting did not
match the strong bowling, as three quick
wickets fell and we were left struggling
with no recovery forthcoming.

This has been a tough season. There was
some sensational individual batting and
bowling; despite this great effort we
failed to win any matches. However, we
did not only play to win but to have fun
and enjoy the sport. Everybody looked
forward to matches and we shared a
feeling of camaraderie between us. We
feel that none of this could have been
achieved without the motivation,
dedication and enthusiasm of our
superb coach Mr Brooke.

Krishan Shah

SQUAD
Alex Balderstone, George Bender,
William Clark, Jack Cooper, George
Earl, Michael Harvey, James Salisbury,
Karim Shabankareh, Krishan Shah,
Hugh Ward, James Wilby 

P 6 W 0 L 6

P W D L Abandoned
7 3 0 3 1
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We started the season with a match at
arch rivals Reed’s. We scored 213
with contributions by Captain Ben
Lumsden who made 61 and a quick
fire 47 from David Pilley.

The bowlers knew they had a considerable
total to defend and came out ready to
knock the home side over. However it
wasn’t that easy. The openers put on 37
before Toby Nash claimed both openers’
wickets, finishing with figures of 3-27.
After the openers were gone we started to
rip through the opposition. Supporting
Toby, Javick Patel, Tim Newhouse and Alex
Lumsden all took two wickets each. Reed’s
finished 82 all out and we walked away
with a 131 run victory.

The team then lost the next three games,
including a Jet Cup match against
Dulwich, which came down to the last ball.

We got back to winning ways against
Cranmore, beating them by just five runs.
The next match was against John Fisher in
the first round of the Surrey Cup. We
batted first but only put on 154 in 20 overs,
which we didn’t think would be enough
for victory. Our fears were realised when,
after getting the openers out, in came two
batsmen who could hit the ball to all
corners of the park. The bowlers
persevered and eventually got the two of
them out, but not before the run gap had
been considerably reduced. Although we
didn’t take another wicket, the bowling
kept things tight and we won by a nail
biting one run.

The next game was an easy victory against
KES Witley by nine wickets, but the team
slipped up in the following two games
including a loss in the Surrey Cup. The
next game was against John Fisher again. It
was just as tense as the previous match,
although this time we posted a score of
243, our highest of the season. Ben Windle
got 61 whilst Ed Stringer, James Howard
and Chris Walton got 49, 48 and 47
respectively. The fielding though was poor
and the team allowed the opposition to get
within eight runs of the score, but we held
on in another thrilling finale.

We lost another three matches with some
very close finishes especially against
Caterham on their astro turf square. The team
was not used to Astro but managed to cut
Caterham down to 138. None of our top six 

put in the sort of score needed to achieve a
victory. Instead it was down to the tail-enders
to do the work. They almost succeeded,
Tim Newhouse and Tom Slater battled and
gave the bowlers a challenge, continually
running quick singles. Sadly the two
couldn’t hold out and we lost by 11 runs.

We really showed our full potential with our
last two victories of the season. In the first
against Milbourne Lodge, we batted first.
After Edward Stringer and Ben Lumsden
were out, Ben Windle (the batting star of
the season) joined Javick Patel (the team’s
only Surrey representative). The two had
batted well together all summer and they
showed that to the full in this match.

Javick played the anchor role scoring ones
and twos and the occasional four, whereas,
Ben couldn’t stop hitting fours. Ben was
eventually run out on 67, after a thoroughly
entertaining innings. It included just three
singles, one two, only eight dot balls, 14
fours and one six.

Once Ben was out Javick was joined by
Chris Walton who put on a helpful 20, then
James Howard who showed his attacking
style scoring a quick fire 27. However the
innings belonged to Javick who kept going
and once Ben was out started really
motoring, reaching 88 with just an over to
go and the team was willing him on to get
a century. Unfortunately he went for one
shot too many and was out on 88, by far
his highest individual score of the season.
The team finished on 242 for 5.

The bowlers came out all guns blazing, and
when Ben Lumsden got their opener out
for a golden duck, Milbourne Lodge never
really recovered, slumping to 131 for 8. Ben

Lumsden and Javick Patel both took two
wickets for 12 and 14 respectively. This
meant a victory by 111 runs.

In the last match we faced Downsend, our
closest rivals. It would be for the last time
ever, so this match had lots of pressure
stacked on it. The batting once again didn’t
disappoint. Everybody from number one
to eight all scored ten or more. The openers
did exceptionally well against Downsend’s
two Surrey opening bowlers. Javick and Ed
went out with a fearless attitude, and they
showed it, hitting the bowlers to all corners
of the park. James Howard came in late on
and hit an awesome 38 including three
sixes. The team ended on 235 for 9 off 20
overs – an amazing score, with a run rate
of over 10 an over.

The bowlers did their jobs, despite
allowing one of Downsend’s openers to get
41, they ripped through the rest of the
order. Downsend ended on 178 for 7,
giving us victory by 57 runs. 

Overall it was a fair season, winning eight
games and losing the same amount.
Although we could have done better in
some of the close games, we feel it was a
good summer. Special mention should go
to Ben Lumsden as captain and leading
bowler, he had a great season with the ball
and contributed well with the bat. Also
Ben Windle was an awesome batsmen for
the team, coming in at number 4 he often
saved the team if they were in trouble and
added big scores if we were doing well.
Thanks must go to Mr Lewis for coaching us
and Mr Parkin, Mr Longden and Mr Lewis
for umpiring the matches.

Tim Newhouse

SQUAD
Thomas Abraham, Ravindranath
Ghosh, James Howard, Ben Lumsden,
Toby Nash, Tim Newhouse, Jaivick
Patel, David Pilley, Tom Slater, Edward
Stringer, Christopher Walton, Ben
Windle 

Also played: Alexander Lumsden,
Matthew Pasche, Rory Penfold,
Jonathan Rutherford

P 16 W 8 L 8

“We really showed our full potential with
our last two victories of the season.”
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The team had an up and down season,
starting against Emanuel which proved
to be tough. We put in a good batting
performance and finished on 152.

This was mainly due to brilliant scores by
Rory Penfold, George Meek and Johnny
Rutherford. Unfortunately our bowling
was average and fielding poor and we
ended up losing the match on the
penultimate ball – a very disappointing loss.

Our next challenge was against Reed’s. We
drew this match. We played quite well and
again some good batting performances by
George Meek, James Howard and Harry
Fryer put us in good stead. A mention
must go to Elliott Barnes and Matt Pasche
who grabbed a couple of wickets each.

We then faced Trinity. We put a good score
up on the board with Rory and Ashley
Marshall being the best batsmen. We were
bowling well and our fielding was good.
We were heading for a win but then the
match was rained off. This was frustrating
as we were looking forward to our first
win of the season.

“After the brilliance
of the cup final win,
we went on to our

last game of the
season and beat
our local rivals”

Cranmore were our next opponents and we
came out of the match with a win, our first
of the season. Our best batters were Callum
Room and James Boardman (16 each) and
James Dakin (24*). In the bowling, James
Dakin got four wickets and Elliott Barnes
three. What was pleasing was that some
batsmen lower down the order all made
their mark as our three best batsmen. This
was much needed as unusual quick
dismissals of our best batsmen had occurred.

Next we won against Kingswood House.
Matt Ball and Rory Penfold both scored
good half centuries and ended the match
not out whilst Elliott Barnes and Johnny
Rutherford did a good job bowling, both
gaining three wickets each. This was a big
win for our team.

We added another win to our tally with a
match against John Fisher. Matt Pasche,
Rory Penfold and Peter Wilkes all put up
fantastic batting scores. Matt Pasche also
got three good wickets. Well done to Matt
for putting in a man of the match display.

Our next match against Caterham was a
loss. Steven Gordon put in a top batting
display and James Boardman took four
brilliant wickets for us but we weren’t quite
good enough on the day. We followed the
loss with a good display against Danes
Hill. Thanks to Tim Newhouse, Johnny
Rutherford and George Meek for great
batting, James Dakin and Elliott Barnes
who grabbed a couple of wickets each and
the team for a superb win. 

We then had quite a tough loss against Tiffin
with unfortunately no one putting in a good
performance. The next match was a plate
final game against St Andrew’s which we
were all excited about. We enjoyed
a win in a tough test. Everyone
chipped in well with the batting. 

In the bowling Olly Orchard took an
amazing four wickets and Alex Lumsden
took three. At the end of the match we
received a trophy for winning the Plate.

After the brilliance of the cup final win, we
went on to our last game of the season and
beat our local rivals, Downsend. Excellent
displays by Matt Ball, Elliott Barnes, Callum
Room and once again Rory Penfold helped
us on our way to a strong win.

So, the season had come to an end and we
finished on a high with two wins in a row.
Our best batter of the season had to be
Rory Penfold who got lots of wonderful
batting scores including three half
centuries. Matt Ball also batted
consistently well. Our best bowlers were
Elliott Barnes (14 wickets) Matt Pasche (12
wickets) and James Dakin (11 wickets).
Well done to the team for a good season.

Mr Alan Chadwick

P W D L Abandoned
11 6 1 3 1

Matt Ball, Elliott Barnes, James
Boardman, James Dakin (Captain),
Harry Fryer, Stephen Gordon, James
Howard, Alex Lumsden, Ashley
Marshall, George Meek, Tim Newhouse
Olly Orchard, Matt Pasche, Rory
Penfold, Callum Room, Johnny
Rutherford, Peter Wilkes
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In our first fixture against Kingswood
House, we batted first, and lost a wicket in
the second over, but things improved with
a partnership between Symonds and
Sidwell. Our total was 107 with Symonds
making a superb 59*. We knew we were
short of a good score and with a horror
show in the field, Kingswood reached our
score with 1.3 overs to go and the loss of
just one wicket.

Our second fixture was our first ever cup
game against Downsend. Another poor
batting performance saw us score 89 runs
in our 20 overs and despite good bowling
by Ollie Cooper who took three wickets,
Downsend won comfortably.

In our third fixture, against Lanesborough,
Symonds and Bearryman opened and we
got off to a flier. Bearryman (17) was the
first wicket on 39. Sidwell came in and
continued to add to the runs, losing his
wicket just short of 50. Symonds finished
on another brilliant score of 48*. Stephens
and Williams opened the bowling and
both bowled immaculately. Simpson and
Graham carried on well, but Victor Fohn
stole the show, taking 3-15 off three overs.
We held Lanesborough off very
comfortably for our first win! 

Against Danes Hill, Symonds and Graham
opened the batting. We found ourselves in
trouble after a maiden first over and
wicket-maiden next, and we finished on

85. Bowlers Ollie Williams (two wickets)
and Victor Fohn (three wickets) made
Danes Hill work, before they won in the
18th over, with eight wickets down. 

With only Sidwell and Symonds reaching
double figures, we really struggled against
Cranmore. Six of our team got ducks.
Despite an excellent opening spell from
Williams (three overs, two maidens two
wickets for three runs) Cranmore reached
their target in 17 overs.

Against Milbourne Lodge, Tom Oliver
scored an excellent 36*, ably supported by
Jake Slater (17), and a late contribution of
52 (retired) from Ben Sidwell, saw us score
a huge 156. Our bowlers then held them to
92 off their 20 overs. 

Possibly our best performance of the
season was against Parkside, in a two
innings match. In total, we scored 127,
with great batting from Jack Symonds (32),
Noah Hewitt (27) and Sidwell (55*). We
held them to 88 off their 20 overs, with
Sidwell taking three wickets, two run-outs
and a catch. This was the first time
Freemen’s had beaten Parkside at Under
11s, so a famous victory.

We went into our game against Downsend
full of confidence and batting first, put on
120 before we lost our first wicket.
Symonds scored an excellent 36 and
Sidwell 70 in a total of 146. In reply,
Downsend looked like they were cruising
to victory, until a magic spell of spin
bowling from Ollie Graham. He took four
wickets for 20 runs in four overs and we
won by just one run.

Against Chinthurst we got off to a good
start, losing our first wicket on 84. Hewitt
came in and scored a very good 21, with
Bearryman scoring 11. Jack Symonds – the
pick of the batsmen – scored 46 in a total of

142. We bowled well, with Williams
bowling four overs for just four runs (and
one wicket) and Tom Oliver getting three
wickets for six runs. Chinthurst never
really looked like getting our total and we
won comfortably by 55 runs.

Our last fixture against Donhead got off to
a really bad start, as we lost three wickets
for just five runs. A good middle order
performance saw Tom Oliver (32), Jack
Symonds (54*) and Ben Sidwell (32), take
us to a score of 141. Donhead couldn’t live
with the excellent bowling of Ollie
Williams and Victor Fohn, who both took
three wickets. Donhead were all out for 55.

Well done to Oliver Williams and Victor
Fohn for each taking 12 wickets during the
season, to Ollie Graham for his spin
bowling (eight wickets) and Tom Oliver
for his sparkling spell at Chinthurst.
Batting honours went to Ben Sidwell (382
runs), Jack Symonds (312), Tom Oliver (76),
Noah Hewitt (58) and James Bearryman (56).
Congratulations must also go to Jake Slater
for his wicket-keeping, which got better
throughout the season. Thank you to Mr
Deighton too, for coaching and
encouraging us throughout the season.

Ben Sidwell

SQUAD
James Bearryman, Victor Fohn, Oliver
Graham, Noah Hewitt, James Lawrence,
Tom Oliver, Ben Sidwell (Captain),
Jack Simpson, Jake Slater, Josh
Stephens, Jack Symonds (Vice-Captain),
Daniel Widdowson, Oliver Williams 

UNDER 11B CRICKET

The campaign began against Kingswood
House. Batting first, we compiled an
excellent total of 110-2, with Eli Pooley top
scoring on 16*. James Lawrence, Daniel
Widdowson and Alex Taylor bowled well
but were unable to prevent Kingswood
House from scoring the required runs
with two overs to spare.

We then hosted Danes Hill and set a target
of 71, largely thanks to the solid batting of
Lewis Cooper and Eli Pooley. Alex Taylor
was the pick of the bowlers with three
wickets, although Danes Hill were able to
pass our total with five overs left.

We then faced Cranmore. Only Daniel
Widdowson and James Lawrence offered
resistance in a total of 63 all out.
Cranmore scored the necessary runs for
the loss of only one wicket – a fine caught
and bowled by Alex Taylor – with the
result a nine wicket defeat.

Against Parkside, the side were bowled
out for only 28 by an excellent bowling
attack. Parkside had little difficulty in
passing this modest score and we lost by
ten wickets.

This result was repeated in the next match
at Downsend. Once again we batted first
and reached a total of 58 thanks to
contributions from James Lawrence,
Daniel Widdowson and Alexandros
Kanavos. Downsend reached their target
within seven overs.

The highlight of the season came in the
last match, an away fixture against
Donhead. They batted first and reached a
competitive total of 104-5. Wickets were
shared by Daniel Widdowson (2-14),
James Lawrence, Alexandros Kanavos and
Edward Freeman, while Calum Walker
bowled four economical overs. Openers

Lewis Cooper and Daniel Widdowson got
us off to a good start with a first wicket
partnership of 35 and the team were
coasting to victory on 92-4 before a
batting collapse saw five wickets fall for 12
runs. With the scores tied on 104 we
required one run to win with only one
wicket remaining. The winning run came
courtesy of a wide and the boys were able
to celebrate a victory at last. The hero was
undoubtedly Alex Taylor who retained his
composure during the frenetic final overs,
finishing 13*.

During the season the boys all worked
hard to improve their skills and played the
game with great enthusiasm and a sense
of fair play. Well done and good luck in
your future cricket careers.

Mr Simon Davies

SQUAD
Oliver Barron, David Berry, Joshua
Brandon, Stephen Cockrem, Lewis
Cooper, Edward Freeman, Alexandros
Kanavos, James Lawrence, Edward
Lott, Jack Mounfield, Adi Nat, Eli
Pooley,  Eddie Roscoe, Harry Stringer,
Alex Taylor, Calum Walker, Jack
Wells, Daniel Widdowson

P 6 W 1 L 5

P 10 W 6 L 4
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The season started with a confident win
against Lanesborough. The team showed
much promise and this was demonstrated
in matches against strong sporting
schools such as Cranmore and Parkside as
well as encouraging performances against
schools such as Downsend, Milbourne
Lodge and Chinthurst.

The boys went into the season knowing
they had plenty of potential. The squad
also had an excellent team spirit and
individuals were very supportive of each
other.

As we played the first matches it became
evident that two areas of the game
needed to be addressed if narrow losses
were to be turned into victories. The first
was the bowling as too many runs were
given away through extras. The team
often bowled beautifully at the start of an
innings only to give away too many runs
at the end. Secondly, the team’s fielding
often allowed soft runs to be scored.
However, the boys worked hard to

improve these areas and as a result their
performances improved. Indeed, they
should be commended for their hard
work, they were keen to develop both
their skills and their understanding of the
game. Their enthusiasm was evident at
every practice session. 

Every member of the squad contributed
with both bat and ball, and the running
between the wickets towards the end of
the season was excellent. However, the
side must learn the balance between
valuing their wicket and keeping the
scoring rate ticking over throughout the
innings and punishing the bad ball. The
most significant area of development was
in the field. All the squad worked hard to
improve this aspect of the game and as
the fielding improved so did the results.

Whilst the team did not win all of their
matches there were very encouraging

performances both from individual
players and the team as a whole in what
was their first year of hardball and ‘out is
out’ cricket. It is evident that this squad
possesses a great deal of potential and if
individual members continue to work
hard at their skills the team’s encouraging
performances will be converted into
victories.

We would like to thank all the squad for
their hard work throughout the season.
Their enthusiasm was infectious. We
would also like to thank the team for their
sportsmanship and for the mature
manner with which they represented the
School. Each one of them was a fine
ambassador and the squad set a superb
example for other year groups to follow.
Well done.

Mr Mark Beach and Mr James Gibson

SQUAD
Charlie Bolam, Luke Butcher, Oliver
Chesover-Dennard, Toby Collett,
Oliver Cooper, Daniel Cuthbert, Alex
Lane, Henry Offin, John Ratcliffe,
Alisdair Roberston, James Stanley,
Matthew Stanley

COLOURS  
James Wilks, Oliver Cooper, Luke Butcher

REPRESENTATIVE HONOURS 
James Wilks and Luke Butcher (both
district) and Oliver Cooper (County)

U10B CRICKET

The squad were a pleasure to coach, their
dedication to both matches and squad
sessions allowed them to enjoy the
successes that cricket has to offer. The
development of the squad also allowed
some members to gain experience in the
odd A team  fixture. 

The highlight  came mid way through the
season when the boys were beginning to
play some entertaining cricket as we beat
Reigate Grammar by six runs due to our
consistent tidy bowling and our positive
batting.

Throughout the season Bisping and Parisi
were the side’s most reliable source of

runs. Bisping scoring 50* in our last fixture
and Parisi providing a consistent platform
throughout the season averaging just over
21. Wilkinson and Turner were our most
effective bowlers at a very economical rate
of just four runs an over. 

The immense effort shown by the boys is a
credit to the way they rose to every
challenge and displayed themselves and
the school at away fixtures. Within the
squad there are some fine young cricketers
who have the ability and the enthusiasm
to develop their cricketing skills over their
years at Freemen’s. I wish all the boys every
success in their future cricketing careers. 

Mr Tim Windle

SQUAD
Arthur Baltay, Oliver Bisping, Tom
Clark, Benedict Connor,  Freddie Cox,
Alexander Evans, Tim Howard,
Michael John, Alexander Lane, Tom
McCleave, Matthew Parisi, John
Ratcliff, Alisdair Robertson, Thomas
Turner, Jonathan Wilkinson 

P 6 W 1 L 5

P 8 W 4 L 4
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U9 A CRICKET

The season began after several
generic skills sessions and practices
in lessons. The first game was in the
pairs format against Kingswood
House.

We used our experience and enthusiasm
on the field to win by 59 runs. Each player
contributed with both bat and ball and
also varied their fielding position.
Donhead were our next opponents and
they set a large target which we were not
able to chase eventually losing by 24 runs. 

Our first home game and the privilege of
playing on the 1st XI field allowed us to
take our experiences from the previous
games to beat Lanesborough by 23 runs.
The knowledge of fielding positions
accompanied with enthusiasm allowed us
to take numerous wickets specifically from
run outs. Milbourne Lodge then visited
Ashtead and after Nick Ruddell, Ben

Boardman and Leo Kanavos scored runs
without conceding their wicket we won by
57 runs. 

After half term we played local rivals
Downsend and lost by 26 runs after the
bowling attack managed to take eight
wickets, a superb feat. The final pairs
cricket game against Reigate St Mary’s
produced a victory by 59 runs and set the
team up before their next two games of
hard ball, ‘out is out’ cricket. 

The first came against Parkside and after
they set a large target, we fell 25 runs short,
but Charlie Sidwell contributed with 53

runs and defended his wicket too, a great
achievement. Our final game of the season
was against Danes Hill. We really stood up
to be counted and after a good fielding and
bowling attack chased a large total. Charlie
Sidwell opened the batting and retired on
25, Max Lowrey hit a quick fire 21 and
Henry Nice scored 18* but unfortunately
we lost narrowly by six runs. Well done to
all concerned and thanks must go to all
members of staff who worked with the
players.

Mr Andrew Bird

SQUAD
Robert Barrows, Benjamin Boardman,
Benjamin Butcher, Fred Geen, Jack
Hamilton, Alexander Jepp, Leonidas
Kanavos, Max Lowrey, Henry Nice, 
Reuben Rowe, Nicholas Ruddell,
Charlie Sidwell, Luc Tran 

P 8 W 4 L 4
(2 hard ball games , 6 pairs cricket games)

U9B CRICKET

The start of the season saw the
introduction of new skills and the
refining of old ones as the boys
began to progress through their
cricket development.

With our first match against Kingswood
House the season was off to a flying start
as we recorded a momentous victory in
pairs cricket, winning by 69 runs. However
our next match against Donhead Lodge
proved more difficult as we came up
against a very talented side. We were still
able to post a comfortable score but due to
inconsistent bowling and poor fielding we
lost by 37 runs. Lanesborough proved to
be one of the highlights of the season as

two evenly matched teams were only
separated by one run. Unfortunately this
was our second loss in a row. However the
boys were spirited in the competition and
enjoyed every moment of this close match.
Milbourne Lodge travelled to Ashtead Park
to face a changed Freemen’s team. With
the inclusion of experienced A team players
the boys were lively in the field and
accurate with their bowling, an important
‘knock’ from both Pandian and Turner
steered the home side to victory by 34 runs. 

Overall, the boys are to be commended
on their enthusiasm and encouragement
shown throughout their cricket and
especially their attention and effort
during training sessions. Throughout the
season each player was able to develop
their understanding of cricket and a
variety of skills. It was an absolute joy to
coach this team and I wish them every
success in the future.

Mr Tim Windle

SQUAD
James Alford, John Berry, Daniel
Brandon, Henry Bush, Simon Fohn,
Thomas Goodhall, Tom Hobbs,
Oliver Jowitt, Aron Pandian, Alex
Phillips, Oliver Platts, Thomas
Reynolds, James Ruddell, Adam
Taylor, Aaron Teale, Oliver Turner,
Dylan Williams

P 8 W 3 L 5
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Tennis

U15 TENNIS
This year proved a challenging season for
both the A and B teams. The As played for
the first time in the ‘AEGON Team Tennis
Schools League’ and although losing the
majority of the games learnt a lot from the
experiences.

In our other fixtures the team faired better,
beating Sutton Valence 6-2, and also
beating Christ’s Hospital, the As winning
8-1 and the Bs winning 6-3. 

We then unfortunately lost to Cranleigh on
their hard court 9-3, but were soon back to
winning ways, the As beating Guildford 

High 7-1 and Bs losing 6-2 in some very
close games.

Against St Mary’s, Ascot, the team played
extremely well but were unlucky to lose 9-
0 but they bounced back to win their final
game against Harrodian in their
magnificent school grounds.

Thanks must go to the players for all their
efforts, time and talent which made the
year’s tennis a truly inspiring and
enjoyable experience.

Mrs Louise Shaill

SQUAD
Nicky Abbott, Lucy Archer-Lock,
Charlotte Bader, Holly Bicknell, Olivia
Bieri, Louise Bluck, Rosalie Broccardo,
Lucy Culpin, Sarah Du Plessis, Lauren
Gordon, Rachel Green, Georgia
Holloway, Issy Johnston, Sophie
Luckman, Claire Mengham, Rachel
Mengham, Ellie Riley, Lauren Rofe,
Lizzie Smart, Lottie Sudell, Lily Walter,
Emily Wilkes   

SENIOR GIRLS’ TENNIS

The season on paper looked encouraging,
and the depth in the squad was strong.
The result against Sutton Valence across all
three teams went in our favour, but there
was more than a little dust on some of the
rackets! This success was followed up by a
mixture of results. Away at Christ’s Hospital
the second and third teams produced close
results in our favour, whilst the first team
stumbled against their weaker pairings and
demonstrated glimmers of excellence in the
tougher sets. Freemen’s walked away
victors overall, but highlighting the need to
work on consistency.

In between school fixtures, House tennis
was scheduled. This highlighted the depth
of tennis talent we have and was also an
excellent chance for new pupils to shine
and be invited to squad training. 

Fixtures followed and a convincing 4-0
and 8-1 win against Dunottar helped
regain confidence. However Cranleigh’s
depth and technical ability led to an
overall score of 2-7, 1-8 and redemption
with 7-2 for the third team. Training time
was dedicated to building an attack and
identifying the time to eventually go in for
the kill. This also required work on
accurate cross court shots and precision
volleying skills.

For our final fixture against St John’s,
Upper 6 pupils took on the challenge. 
All the girls had previously played
competitively for Freemen’s. On many
levels the afternoon was a resounding
success, but wasn’t reflected in the final
score. It was a fitting end for all the girls
concerned.  

The annual City Livery tennis fixture is
always a popular event. The standard of the
pupils was outstanding, highlighting the
depth and interest of both boys’ and girls’
tennis. Throughout the afternoon staff and
pupils were mixed and matched to
provide equal pairings for our guests. The
City Livery tennis club as always were a

delight; their fantastic humour and
determination to succeed was ever present.
The day was rounded up by a presentation
from the Livery Club to Ellie Marsh for her
dedication and commitment to Freemen’s
tennis. Our thanks go to all at the Livery
Tennis Club for their excellent hospitality
throughout the day.

The final note should go to the ladies. The
quality and attitude both on and off the court
has been exemplary, proving excellent role
models. There is such a wealth of enthusiasm
and talent, and I hope the leavers continue
to play and enjoy tennis for years to come. 

Miss Katie Ridley
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U14 TENNIS

The squad spent the summer term
practising skills in their lessons and game
play during their squad sessions. The
girls played some very strong opponents
and there were some close and exciting

matches for the As against Cranleigh (won
6-0), Sutton Valence (lost 5-4), St Mary’s
(drew 3-3), Harrodian (won 6-3),
Guildford High (won 7-1) and Christ’s
Hospital (won 7-2). The Bs had some
pleasing results against Dunottar (won 4-
3) and Harrodian (won 4-0). The squad
developed some strong partnerships and
played with good sportsmanship. Tennis
colours were awarded to Zoe Clarke
(Captain), Georgina Lascelles, Samantha
Earland, Philippa Nicholls and Emily
Wilson, and the Duncombe Tennis Cup for
the best squad performer was awarded to
Gemma Pritchard and Jessica Thompson.

Miss Nicky Higgins

SQUAD
Zoe Clarke (Captain), Sam Earland,
Kate Farrow, Clara Hutter, Eleanor
Koepke, Georgina La celles, Philippa
Nicholls, Celine O’Donovan, Amy
Owens, Gemma Pritchard, Alice
Roberts, Louise Ross, Bella Skertchly,
Louisa Sparks, Jess Thompson, Libby
Wells, Emily Wilson 

U13 TENNIS

The squad were not short of enthusiasm.
Every week there were 15-20 girls in
attendance. At each squad session we
practised serving which led to an
improvement in power and accuracy.

The most pleasing area of improvement
during the season was court tactics and
exploiting any weaknesses the opposition
displayed. 

Entering the league for the first time
benefited us immensely, as it not only
showed us how the game should be played,
but it gave us an idea of where we needed
to be with our own tennis development.
Both Guildford and St Catherine’s brushed
us aside with ease – but it was all part of
the learning experience.

Our friendly against St Mary’s was a really
close match but once again we were unable
to hold our service in the crucial games and
lost narrowly. The most pleasing results of
the season were our victories against
Dunnotar and the match against Kingston
Grammar which we won comfortably.

I thoroughly enjoyed the fun and laughter I
shared with the squad this year and I hope
they begin next season playing confidently
and consistently.

Mr Martin Valkenburg

U12 TENNIS

The girls had a very limited season as
fixtures were cancelled due to the
weather. However, they had the benefit of
Miss Ridley’s tennis expertise at squad

sessions and enjoyed a warm welcome at
the fixtures that were completed. We lost
to St Mary’s A and B teams (both 8-1) and
we lost to KGS (6-3).

Ms Fiona Moncur

SQUAD
Abi Connor, Anna Craig, Rebecca
Derriman, Tanya Dudnikova, Hannah
Froude, Maddie Goel, Lydia Hood, Kate
Irwin, Lily Latimer Smith, Zoe Lowrey,
Laura Madon, Bethany Pembridge
Fredrika Penniket-Dessent, Tabitha
Read-Cayton, Amelia Reed, Harriet Ward

SQUAD
Emma Archer-Lock, Hannah Bailey,
Emma Clifford, Katharine Curran,
Rachel Dunne, Gabi Eglen, Isobel
Forsyth, Miriam Green, Katy Griffin,
Sally Hagon, Julia Heasman, India
Hewitt, Bethany Howard, Sophie
Kelting, Celia MacDonald, Olivia
Sabin, Rosie Shakerchi, Emma-Louise
Sheehan, Ellie Sloper, Jasmine
Stephens, Molly Wilson
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BOYS’ SWIMMING 

The Junior Boys’ swimming season started
with a new fixture, away at Harrodian. The
Under 9, 10 and 11 boys proved far too
strong, as the A and B team came first and
second respectively. This result was
repeated when the Intermediate squad
hosted Harrodian. Cumnor House Prep
School also visited Freemen’s and the gala
was settled on the final race – the Squadron
relay. This involves two swimmers from

each age group and is swum head to head.
Our strength in depth was evident as we
won and therefore took the victory overall.
In October Reigate GS hosted a gala which
involved the Intermediate and Senior squads
and also saw another victory 196-152.

We then had the onerous task of five galas
in five weeks against some strong
opposition. The squad again eased into
things with a win against Harrodian at
Intermediate level and then lost narrowly

to Sevenoaks (147-168). The Junior School
team then beat Aldro Preparatory 91-69
followed by a narrow loss for the Senior
Boys away at St John’s. The final event of
the term was a closely fought gala at
Cranmore involving all Junior School age
groups, where we won two age groups but
lost overall 187-215. 

The traditional Downsend Friday evening
fixture was our first 2010 event and
allowed a minimum of eight swimmers
per age group to gain competitive
swimming experience, although we lost
174-222. Yet again Cranmore proved too
strong in the return fixture and we lost by a
similar margin, 210-238. Our Junior squads
then beat Hazelwood Preparatory and the
Seniors beat Reigate GS again and also
Wimbledon College, a great achievement
as they have over 180 boys in each year
group to select from. St Benedict’s, Ealing
then visited Freemen’s who swam a B
team against St Benedict’s A team, a great
opportunity for a large number of boys
who have had limited pool time and it
was a great occasion for all involved.
Senior Boys then hosted Reed’s and won
by 23 points. 

In the spring Harrodian Intermediate team
came to Ashtead and we proved too strong
as the Juniors did when swimming away
at Caterham, winning by a large margin
535-445. Further fixtures against St John’s
(Lost), Harrodian (won), Caterham (won)
and Cumnor House (lost) completed the
domestic season and led to the Second
Invitational Prep Schools Festival hosted at
Freemen’s – an event for U10, U11, U12
and U13 boys and girls with over 140
swimmers. The boys came second behind a
strong Hawthorns team and yet again it
proved to be a superb event.

It was a successful season overall with a
large number of boys swimming
competitively in 23 fixtures against other
schools over a range of ages. I would like to
express thanks to squad captains Fred Geen
(Lower Junior Boys), Jamie Wilks (Middle
Junior Boys), Callum Room (Upper Junior
and Junior), Hugh Ward and Hugo Solway
(Intermediate Boys) and various Senior
Boys, for their efforts in and out of the
pool. Thanks also to Mr Richard Garfield
who has recently moved to the school
swimming consultancy role, and new
school squad coach Mr Dan Cross, for
their valuable contributions throughout
the year.

Mr Andrew Bird

Swimming
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SURREY SCHOOLS TEAM RELAY
SWIMMING CHAMPIONSHIPS

On Thursday 15th October 12 girls from
Freemen’s competed in the Surrey Schools
Team Relay Swimming Championships
at Trinity School in Croydon. 

Millie Read, Zoe Lowrey, Aila Diffey and
Tabitha Read-Cayton made up the Lower
Junior team. They all swam incredibly
well but were beaten into second place in
both the Freestyle and Medley Relays by
a very strong Guildford High team. 

The Junior Team included Nathalie
Richards, Emily Stewart, Rachel Dunne
and Emma Archer-Lock. In the Medley
relay they achieved third place and in the
Freestyle relay they were narrowly beaten
into fourth.

The Intermediate team of Jessica Ventham,
Gemma Golding, Lucy Archer-Lock and
Jessica Filby swam well and gained sixth
place in both the Freestyle and Medley
Relays.

Miss Nicky Higgins

DIVISION 11 SWIMMING

On 13th November the Junior and
Intermediate girls’ swimming teams
competed in the ESSA Divisional
Secondary Team Championships Swimming
Competition at Guildford Spectrum. In the
Junior girls’ freestyle our team of Nathalie
Richards, Emily Stewart, Rachel Dunne
and Tabitha Read-Cayton swam a very
good time of 2.02:17 to finish third. The
intermediate girls’ freestyle team of
Gemma Golding, Georgia Eldridge, Jessica
Ventham and Lucy Archer-Lock finished in
a credible 7th place with a time of 2.07:90.

In the medley competition the Junior team
of Nathalie Richards, Zoe Clarke, Rachel
Dunne and Emily Stewart finished fifth in
a time of 2.22:30. The intermediate team of
Gemma Golding, Lucy Archer-Lock,
Jessica Ventham and Georgia Eldridge
finished fifth in 2.22:30.

Miss Nicky Higgins

SURREY SCHOOLS INDIVIDUAL
SWIMMING CHAMPIONSHIPS

On Thursday 28th January the girls’
swimming team took part in the Surrey
Schools Individual Swimming
Championships at Trinity school in Croydon.
All events were contested over 100 metres
and the girls all performed brilliantly. 

In the Lower Junior competition we had
competitors in all five events. In the
breaststroke Millie Reed was first in a time
of 1:22.84 and in the backstroke Zoe
Lowrey was also first in a time of 1:21.45.
Aila Diffey was third in a time of 1:22.64 in
the Individual Medley and Tabitha Read-
Cayton was third in the freestyle with a
time of 1:09.56. In the butterfly Freddie
Penniket-Dessent was sixth in a time of
1:30.98. These excellent results meant that
the Lower Junior team were crowned
champions in the team event.

In the Junior competition Rachel Dunne
was third in the butterfly in a time of
1:17.45, Nathalie Richards was third in the
backstroke in a time of 1:11.89, Emma
Archer-Lock was fourth in the breaststroke
in a time of 1:33.92, and Emily Stewart was
fifth in the freestyle in a time of 1:07.62.
The Junior team was third in the team
competition despite not having a full team. 

Lucy Archer-Lock competed in the
intermediate breaststroke event and
finished fourth. The girls performed well
against some strong competitors and
congratulations must go to Millie Reed
and Nathalie Richards who were selected
to represent the ‘County Schools Team’ in
March. 

Miss Nicky Higgins
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ENGLISH SCHOOLS SWIMMING
ASSOCIATION SECONDARY
SCHOOLS NATIONAL RELAY FINALS

On Saturday 6th February, the Junior
Girls’ Freestyle swimming team competed
in the English Schools Swimming
Association Secondary Schools National
Relay Finals at Coventry Sports Centre. It
was a great achievement to qualify for this
prestigious event which is open to all
schools from around the country, and
follows several divisional qualifying

competitions. The standard of swimming
was exceptional and our team performed
with tenacity. The team of Nathalie
Richards (Captain), Emily Stewart, Rachel
Dunne and Tabitha Read-Cayton finished
14th in a time of 2:03.75. Three of the four
are still eligible to swim in this age group
next year so it was a great experience for a
young team. It was a great
accomplishment for the girls and I am
proud of their efforts. Well done.

Miss Nicky Higgins

BATH CUP 2010 

The Bath Cup took place at Crystal
Palace National Sports Centre on Friday
12th March, and comprised some of the
top 50 public schools in Britain. 

The girls’ freestyle was a 4 x 50 metre
event and our team of Charlotte
Robertson, Nathalie Richards, Lucy
Archer-Lock and Rachel Dunne swam
well in the heats to qualify for the final
ranked 4th. The final was exciting and
they swam a quicker time to achieve
bronze. In the girls 4 x 50 metre medley
our side of Rachel Dunne, Nathalie
Richards, Lucy Archer-Lock and Jessica
Ventham performed well in their heat
and finished in 15th place overall. 

The boys’ freestyle was a 4 x 100 metre
event and our team of Masayuki Takii,
Max Bower, Chris Etherington and Jacky
Yick swam a time of 4.24:61 and finished
in 38th place and were ranked 12th in the
small schools competition. 

Miss Nicky Higgins

ESSA PRIMARY TEAM RELAY
SWIMMING CHAMPIONSHIPS
COUNTY ROUND

On Saturday 20th March the Boys’ and
Girls’ Primary relay teams (Under 10 and
Under 11 combined) travelled to the
Guildford Spectrum to compete against
the best teams in Surrey. Our girls’ team
were hoping to build on last year’s
success where they not only won both
the National Freestyle and Medley relays
but smashed the long standing records in
both. The boys’ team also knew they
possessed one of the strongest teams they
had taken to this competition in years. 

After some tough heats the boys and
girls progressed into all four relay finals.
The girls’ team, swimming against strong
opposition managed to improve on both
qualifying positions finishing a very
respectable fourth in the Medley and
taking an impressive Bronze in a close
finish for the Freestyle. 

Having powered into the finals the boys
hit top gear to pick up gold in both the
Freestyle and the Medley relays, a
brilliant achievement.

Mr Andrew Bird

Lower School Girls’ Swimming Squad

Middle Junioe Girls’ Swimming Squad

Senior Girls’ Swimming Squad
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DIVISION 11

On 30th April our freestyle team of Lydia Room,
Maia Diffey, Alicia Wilson and Anna Whitworth
travelled to Sevenoaks to take part in the ESSA
Primary Team Relay Swimming Championships
Division 11 round. The top two schools from this
round qualify for the national finals in June. As we
had qualified in third place earlier in the year we
knew that we had a tall order to fulfil. The girls
swam extremely well on the night all improving
upon their times from the county rounds and
were only just beaten into third place overall so
missing out narrowly on a finals place.

Miss Nicky Higgins

IAPS SWIMMING FINALS 2010

On Saturday 15th May, our Junior
swimmers participated in the finals
of the IAPS National Swimming
Championships at K2 Leisure Centre
in Crawley. 

Over 3500 swimmers from 195 schools
competed in the 33 preliminary rounds of
this competition, one of which was held at
Freemen’s in January. The standard of
swimming at finals day was extremely
high and the swimmers had an exciting
and very successful day.

The U12 medley team of Zoe Lowrey,
Millie Reed, Tabitha Read-Cayton and Aila
Diffey swam a time of 1.03:76 and were
crowned champions. In the U13 medley
relay the team of Eleanor Wilson, Emma
Archer-Lock, Rachel Dunne and Emily
Stewart swam five seconds quicker than
their preliminary time and were awarded
third place in a time of 1.04:70. In the
freestyle event the U12 team of Tabitha
Read-Cayton, Millie Reed, Zoe Lowrey and
Aila Diffey swam a brilliant time of 57.55
and were again winners. The U13 team of
Rachel Dunne, Eleanor Wilson, Jasmine
Stephens and Emily Stewart swam a great
time of 57.54 and finished third.

“The U12s were
champions  

and the U13s 
were runners up”

In the individual heats we had ten
competitors. Seven progressed to the finals
and achieved four individual medals. In the
U10 butterfly Alicia Wilson was first,
breaking the IAPS record with a time of
15.63. Fredrika Penniket-Dessent won the
bronze medal in the U12 butterfly and Rachel
Dunne was fourth in the U13 butterfly. In the
breaststroke events Millie Reed was first in
the U12 event and Emma Archer-Lock was
sixth in the U13 event. Tabitha Read-
Cayton was narrowly beaten into second
place in the U12 freestyle and Emily
Stewart finished fifth in the U13 freestyle. 

It was a very successful day for the
Freemen’s girls swimming team. In the
final standings in the team rankings the

U12s were champions in their age group
and the U13s were runners up in their age
group. In the overall team scores Freemen’s
finished in second place, narrowly beaten
by Millfield School.

The boys’ team got off to a superb start
with the U10s, who were ranked number
one prior to the competition, winning Gold in
the 4x50m Freestyle Relay, a superb
achievement for pupils Henry Offin, James
Wilks, Oliver Cooper and Ethan Kitto, who
secured first place convincingly. Other
success followed within the individual
events as Henry Offin achieved Bronze in
the U10 Butterfly.

Other results included: Chris Richards,
fifth in the U12 Butterfly, Michael
Trubshaw, fifth in the U12 Breaststroke,
Callum Room, 9th in the U13 Freestyle,
James Lawrence, 9th in the U11 Backstroke,
Oliver Cooper, 10th in the U10 Freestyle,
Marcos Penteado, 12th in the U12
Freestyle, and Ethan Kitto, 12th in the U10
Breaststroke. 

Miss Nicky Higgins and 
Mr Andrew Bird
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SENIOR NETBALL 

The season came with some
unexpected phenomenal results. It
was the first time in Freemen’s
history that a Senior Netball team
was entered into official tournaments
in addition to inter school matches. 

Despite this lack of experience, due to Mrs
Bennett’s coaching ability and a group of
dedicated girls, the team proved their place
in Freemen’s sport. Not only did the girls
show great enthusiasm throughout the
season, they also achieved amazing results.

The First VII had the perfect season, not
losing a single match, including in
tournaments. In Freemen’s first ever
tournament the girls played against
traditional netball schools, such as Reigate
Grammar and Dunottar, and not only
managed to play well as a team but to come

out on top, wining the Dunottar Shield. As
Mrs Bennett said: “This is the first netball
trophy that Freemen’s has ever won. The
girls played extremely well and worked
incredibly hard for each other as a team.”

However, the victories did not stop there.
The 1st VII went on to convincingly beat
Kingston Grammar, Christ’s Hospital, St
Teresa’s, Claremont Fan Court and King
Edwards who are well known to be very
good sporting schools.

“This season the
Freemen’s netball

teams achieved
something no-one

thought they could”

The highlight of the season however, was
the District Tournament, an event open to
all schools in the area. Once again, we
seemed to pull it out of the bag and with
strong teamwork and huge determination
the team came out undefeated and

victorious, defeating the previous winners
Rosebery very convincingly as well as the
very physical opposition of Howard of
Effingham.

This season the 1st VII put netball ‘on the
map’ at Freemen’s. However, it was due to
Mrs Bennett’s and Mrs Whiteley’s
coaching that Freemen’s has developed a
strong netball squad with the 2nd VII also
producing great results, under the
captaincy of Amelia Harman.

This season the Freemen’s netball teams
achieved something no-one thought they
could, it goes to show how far determination,
motivation and teamwork go in terms of
succeeding. On behalf of both teams, I
would like to thank our coaches, Mrs
Bennett and Mrs Whiteley for their constant
support and belief in us and our ability. It has
been an honour to captain such a motivated
and fun group of girls throughout this
fantastic season which provided a perfect
end to the Upper 6 players and my
sporting career at Freemen’s.

Mikaela Eldridge

Netball

SQUAD
Chloe Ashe, Jen Baldock, Kerri-Lee Botha,
Fiona Bull, Frankie Cox, Mikaela
Eldridge (Captain), Katherine Hall, Ellie
Hamilton, Amelia Harman, Olivia
Hogg, Hannah Kent, Hattie Knight,
Sally Nicholls, Lucy Owen, Charlie
Robertson, Vicky Wales, Harriet Walsh,
Ayesha Waugh, Alex Willis, Katie
Zinser 
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U11 A AND B NETBALL

The teams have had a very successful
season. Their match play and awareness
of each other on the court continued
to improve throughout the season. 

This development was helped by several
tournaments played early in the season
which showed a mixture of success but
more importantly bonded them as a team.

Their first match was at the Chesham Prep
Tournament in which they came fourth in
their group, and a few weeks later they
played in the Surbiton Tournament
narrowly missing third place. This
competition was hard fought and Bethan
Moncur and Kirsty Bizaoui did very well
shooting some fantastic goals.

Sutton High, Cranleigh Prep, Halstead and
Danes Hill are the schools to beat next
season although the average goal 

difference in matches was only three. The
team have also had their successes against
Manor House, Surbiton High and Danes
Hill.

Both the A and B teams have worked hard
together all season and indeed a few B
team players have supported the A team
when players have been ill or injured such
as Ashlynn Harvey, Isobel Briggs, Georgia
West, Suzy-May Lister, Cydonie Ashbridge
and Marie O’Donovan.

In the A team, congratulations must go
again to Kirsty Bizaoui whose skill in
shooting constantly under pressure in
matches has been superb. Well done to
Bethan Moncur for supporting Kirsty so
reliably in the GA position. Isabelle Nash
and Mia Bradford are very determined
centre court players and are always in the
thick of the action in the centre third.

Congratulations to all the players who
have worked hard to improve their match
play. This hard work has paid off and
shown in all their matches and indeed to
the umpires of the opponent schools who
have commented on the strength and
improvement our players have shown.

Miss Nicky Chambers

SQUAD
Emily Anderson, Cydonie Ashbridge,
Zara Bailey, Mia Bradford, Isobel
Briggs, Maria Carr, Hana Castle, Maia
Diffey, Isabel England, Ashlynn
Harvey, Suzy-May Lister, Bethan
Moncur, Isabelle Nash, Nadia Ntow-
Aninkora, Marie O'Donovan, Lydia
Room, Rachel Simpson, Georgia West,
Eleanor Whalley, Emma Whiteley 

SEVENOAKS U11 NETBALL
TOURNAMENT

We were very nervous before our first
match against Rose Hill and
unfortunately lost 3-6. We had high
hopes that we could do better and in
the next game we concentrated on
dodging to get free and won against
Holmewood House 7-0. We kept our
concentration for the next game against
Combe Bank and won 2-1. Our
winnings had to have some losses and
unfortunately we lost our next two
matches against The Granville 0-8 (who
were the overall winners of the
tournament) and Sevenoaks Prep 2-3.
We really should have beaten Sevenoaks.
Our last match was against
Walthamstow Prep and we won 3-2.
Overall the team played brilliantly and
finished fourth overall.

Ashlynn Harvey and Cyd Ashbridge

“Both the A and
B teams have
worked hard
together all

season”
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U10 NETBALL 

The U10s were a highly dedicated squad
this year with over 90% of the girls in the
year group regularly attending squad
practices. As a result of their commitment
they made excellent progress culminating in
an excellent showing at the St George’s
Tournament.

U10A ST GEORGE’S NETBALL
TOURNAMENT

On Tuesday 2nd March the U10A netball
team represented Freemen’s for the St
George’s netball tournament. The girls did
very well with some frustrating matches as
they passed into the quarter finals.

The team played its best game against
Lady Eleanor Holles. This was a tricky
match as they were quite tall and it was a
very close match. After normal time, it was
a draw, so it went to extra time. Each school
still hadn’t scored another goal during this
time, so as the pressure rose, it was
decided that it had to go to golden goal!

Unfortunately we just missed out on
scoring the first goal and got knocked out
of the cup finals. As a team we came 8th
out of the 20 schools and were awarded
the fair play shield. Aisling Slater was
player of the team.

Thank you to all the players including Laura
Swift, Alicia Wilson, Olivia Ball, Ella Pearson,
Anna Whitworth, Rachel Slater, Aisling

Slater and Jasmin Clark, and Mrs Bennett and
Miss Ridley our coaches. We enjoyed our
day very much even though it didn’t come
out with the result we would have liked.

Laura Swift and Alicia Wilson.

SQUAD
Olivia Ball, Olivia Bircher, Grace
Bowling, Emma Bridgland, Abigail
Bruce, Nathalie Burt, Kirsty Cast,
Jasmin Clark, Daniella Dakin, Rosie
David, Emily Elstub,  Sarah Etherington,
Annie Foster,  Merlyn Latimer Smith,
Victoria Marshall, Emily Panteli, Ella
Pearson, Maisie Sareen, Aisling Slater,
Rachel Slater,  Laura Swift,Anna
Whitworth, Alicia Wilson, Olivia Yang
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U9 NETBALL

This season has seen the girls go from
strength to strength, building on their
success in Form 1. An average of 25
enthusiastic players have attended the
club. We have been fortunate enough to
have Jennifer Baldock and Alex Willis
from Lower 6 mentor the girls, putting
them through their paces each week
with a series of drills aimed at
improving their passing and shooting
skills. Our thanks go to them for their
dedication.

The girls began the season at the Chesham
Prep Netball Tournament, giving them
the opportunity to experience playing
against a variety of teams. They faced
tough opposition, but the girls battled
hard, despite the rain. The highlight of
the day was the C team winning their

tournament. A week later the As and Bs
came back fighting hard; the As
defeating local rivals Downsend 3-1 and
the Bs narrowly losing 1-2. The As then
took on Claremont Fancourt, playing a
close game resulting in a 5-5 draw. In
November, three teams travelled to
Guildford High where all teams came
home victorious. The As and Bs then
took on Cranleigh Prep, but strong
defending from the opposition resulted
in a 0-3 and 0-6 loss to both teams.

At practice, we fine tuned our shooting
and worked on passing the ball quickly
and effectively down the court. The As
and Bs then took on Reigate Prep School
at home, playing a much improved
game, both teams winning 4-3 and 3-1
respectively.

The season ended with a School’s
Invitation Tournament hosted at
Freemen’s. The weather made it difficult
for the teams to control the ball, but after
a slow start the team played some
excellent netball – notching up wins
against Reigate St Mary’s, Aberdour,
Sutton High and local rivals Downsend,
the defending champions. A draw
against Greenacre meant that the girls
finished t he afternoon unbeaten to
secure the title.

Mrs Janet Wilby and 
Ms Vanessa Symonds

U8 NETBALL 

The Form 1 Netball Club has gone from
strength to strength with an average of 22
enthusiastic girls attending training
sessions, under the watchful eyes of Mrs
Samson and Miss Page. In September,
many of the girls had never played or even
held a netball ball before so the
transformation has been truly amazing.
The girls have been extremely motivated
and have started to develop their passing
and shooting skills with increased
accuracy. They have improved their
teamwork, with the matches played being
very encouraging for the next season.

“Euphoric from
their previous

victory, both teams
battled hard and
both teams were

victorious”
The girls began the season away at
Guildford High Junior School. Despite
strong opposition and both teams losing, the
girls learnt a lot from the mistakes they made
and were determined to come back fighting.
A week later, they played Downsend at
home. The As won 2-0, however the Bs
struggled against a powerful attacking side
with the final score being 0-8. With regular
lunchtime practice and a renewed team
spirit, the girls travelled to Cranleigh Prep
School. This time both teams won with
scores of 3-0. Congratulations must go to
Katie Lyons and Amber Collett who were
nominated for ‘women of the matches’. The
girls had time to improve considerably in
all aspects of their game play before the next
fixture against Sutton High. Euphoric from
their previous victory, both teams battled
hard and both teams were victorious with
the final scores being 2-0 to the As and 3-1
to the Bs. To emphasise the progress made,
the final game of the season was at home
against Dunottar. Once again both teams
won convincingly, ending the year on a
high. All the girls who have played
throughout the year should be incredibly
proud of their achievements.

Mrs Catherine Williams 
and Mrs Ruth Samson

SQUAD
Isabel Anderson, Marnie Ashbridge,
Maddy Brown, Katherine Carr, Zoe
Chatterton, Elizabeth Curran, Katie
Fraser Ker, Evelyn Frewin, Deyna
Grimshaw, Sophie Hamilton, Ellie
Howick, Katie Johns, Germaine Mama,
Funmi Morgan, Lauren New, Liberty
O'Neil, Kaiya Rai, Natalya Robinson,
Stephanie Symonds, Emily Trubshaw,
Thea Walter, Emily Way, Olivia Wilson 

SQUAD
Ebube Akojie, Natasha Arben, Jade
Bradford, Alice Bridgland, Millie Cast,
Amber Collett, Jocelyn Dunne, Emily
Everson, Megan Haine, Melody Hills,
Sarah Irwin, Freya Johnson, Natalia
King, Anna Krnic, Katie Lyons, Lydia
Mustafa, Priya Navamani,  Laura
Stoakes, Stephanie Taylor, Sophia
Wilson, Lucy Yellow
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CENTRAL SURREY SCHOOLS’
ATHLETICS CHAMPIONSHIPS 

On Thursday 20th May the Athletics teams
travelled to Kingsmeadow Stadium,
Kingston upon Thames to compete in the
Central Surrey Schools’ Athletics
Championships, with the U15 girls
competing to retain their title, and the U17
girls looking for their first title. 

The girls’ teams were organised, focussed
and ready for their events. The heats
determined which athletes could be
eligible for points representing their team
in the finals. Freemen’s was the only team
to have both their athletes in every track
event qualify for the finals, a phenomenal
achievement.

Particularly outstanding performances in
the girls’ U15s included Philippa Nicholls,
who ran like lightening to win both the
100m and 200m finals and Zoe Clarke,
who smashed the field by a clear 11cm to
win the Long Jump and finished second in
the 75m Hurdles. Emily Stewart came
second in the High Jump jumping the
same height as the winner but losing to an
early knock down. There were also some
very promising performances from the
younger athletes who were competing up
an age group: Aila Diffey finished third in
the 75m Hurdles and fifth in the 200m and
Millie Reid finished fifth in the 1500m –
reassuring news that future teams look to
be in safe hands.

In the girls’ U17s Jessica Filby stormed to
victory in the 800m finals with a time of
2.34 mins and Katelyn Aitchison who
came second in the Hurdles also won the
Triple Jump by a clear and substantial
42cm. Holly Bicknell was narrowly beaten
into second by a whisker in the 200m. Two
athletes from Year 9 then joined the U17
team for the 300m race, Amy Owens and
Maia Penfold showing real promise at this
distance. They ran strongly against the
older athletes to finish second and third.

The relays provided an exciting and fitting
end to a fantastic day’s athletics with both
the U15 and U17 teams winning in
convincing style.

These events rely on strong individual
performances, but overall results are
dependant on the effort of the whole team.
Girls that were perhaps not in the top
three make a big difference in such a
competitive environment where every
single point and placing counts. As a result
of the performances throughout the day,
the U15 team retained their crown as
District Champions, and the U17 team
won their first ever District Champions

title. I have to thank and congratulate each
and every member of the teams for their
performances and conduct on the day.
Both teams are truly deserving winners
and have done the school extremely
proud.

The boys also had some excellent
individual performances. Will Straughan
sped away to win the Hurdles before out
jumping the Epsom College favourite to
win the Triple Jump, Sam Eglen
dominated the U17 1500m race (despite
being a year young), winning by over 200
metres and breaking his own personal best
by 12 seconds, and Steven Pilley ran
strongly to win the 800m. Other notable
performances came from Dominic Holm-
Kander who finished second in an
entertaining 1500m Steeplechase, Philip
MacDonald second in the Discus and Tai
Bucks in the Shot putt. 

Miss Stacey Bone and Mr James Gibson

Athletics

U17 GIRLS
Katelyn Aitchison (Captain), Hannah
Anderson, Abigail Bender, Holly
Bicknell, Louise Bluck,  Catriona
Chick, Francesca Crabtree, Saskia
Davies, Jenna Earnshaw, Jessica Filby,
Kate Holmes, Laura Koepke, Amy
Owens, Maia Penfold, Lizzie Smart,
Moya Smith, Lottie Sudell, Jessica
Ventham, Katherine Walkling

U17 BOYS
Joshua Carter, Alexander Culhane,
Sam Eglen, Oliver Garrod, Benjamin
Gosling, Dominic Holm-Kander,
Sebastian Legros, Philip MacDonald,
Nicholas Mays, Charlie Morrison,
William Nash, Stephen Pilley, William
Straughan, Oliver West

U15 GIRLS
Rebecca Baker, Zoe Clarke, Emma
Clifford, Aila Diffey, Julia Heasman,
Ellie Irwin, Celia MacDonald, Olivia
Morris, Philippa Nicholls, Millie Reed,
Emma-Louise Sheehan, Jasmine
Stephens, Emily Stewart, Holly
Stringfellow, Jessica Thompson, Libby
Wells. Res: Gemma Swift

U15 BOYS
Tai Bucks, George Earl, Nicholas
Etherington, Jack Flammiger, George
Florentine, Michael Harvey, Matthew
Jackson, Oscar Ntow,  Daniel Sareen,
Karim Shabankarah, Alexander Tzortis

Following the event the following boys
and girls were selected to represent
Central Surrey at the Surrey Schools
Championships on 12th June:

Katelyn Aitchison, Holly Bicknell,
Louise Bluck, Tai Bucks, Zoe Clarke,
Saskia Davies, Sam Elgen, Jessica
Filby, Oliver Garrod, Kate Holmes,
Dominic Holm–Kander, Philip
MacDonald, Philippa Nicholls, Moya
Smith, Emily Stewart, William
Straughan and Lottie Sudell.
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“It is fantastic for the girls that all their
hard work and preparation has paid off” HIGH FLYING FREEMEN’S ATHLETES

ON WINNING FORM AGAIN

The U10, 11, 12, 13 and 14 girls’ athletics teams
took to the track and field at the IAPS West
Surrey athletics on 17th June at the John Nike
Stadium in Bracknell. There was some
closely fought competition in the U10 and 11
age groups for medals and certificates whilst
the U12, 13 and 14 age groups were
competing with the ultimate goal of
reaching the National Finals.

In the U10s, performances of note came from
Funmi Morgan who ran two personal bests to
finish second in the finals of both the 75m
and 150m, Zoe Chatterton finished second
in the High Jump, and Stephanie Symonds
achieved two personal bests in the 150m
and Long Jump. The U10 relay team of
Stephanie Symonds, Zoe Chatterton, Katie
Fraser Ker and Funmi Morgan finished
third.

In the U11s, Alicia Wilson won the 200m and
finished second by the narrowest of margins
with a personal best in the Long Jump, and
Laura Swift also ran a personal best in the
200m. Anna Whitworth and Rachel Slater
came second and third respectively in the
800m with Anna attaining a personal best.

In the U12s, personal bests were achieved by
Georgia West and Isobel Briggs in the 800m
and Zara Bailey in the 1500m, and Isobel
Briggs also jumped a personal best in the
Long Jump. Mia Bradford excelled in the
throwing events, finishing second in the
Discus and winning the Javelin to earn a
well deserved place in the National Finals.
Lydia Room finished third in the Javelin.

The U13s achieved a record number of
personal bests – Amelia Reed in both the
1500m and the Javelin, Anna Craig and Zoe
Lowrey in the Shot Putt, Tatiana Dudnikova
in both the 800m and the Long Jump and
Lucy Connor in the Hurdles. Tabitha Read-
Cayton finished second in the 800m but
qualified for the Nationals with a personal
best time. Aila Diffey won the 200m by over
four metres and was narrowly beaten into
second in the Hurdles but has qualified for
the Nationals in both events.

In the U14s personal bests were achieved by
Katharine Curran in the 200m and Katie
Griffin and Rachel Dunne in the 1500m. 

The star performer of the day was Emily
Stewart who won the 200m in a personal
best time and won the Triple Jump setting a
new regional record. 

It is fantastic for the girls that all their hard
work and preparation has paid off, as they
have been a really committed group. Athletics
at Freemen’s is going from strength to strength.

Miss Stacey Bone
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NATIONAL TRIPLE JUMP
CHAMPION LEADS WAY FOR
FREEMEN'S ATHLETICS

On Monday 5th July the National Prep
Schools Athletics Finals were held at the
Alexander Stadium in Birmingham. Five
Freemen’s girls were competing in a total
of seven finals. First to compete was Aila
Diffey who finished fifth in the 70m
Hurdles heats in a time of 12.91, narrowly
missing out on a place in the finals. 

Next were the heats for the 200m with
Emily Stewart in the U14 race and Aila
Diffey in the U13s. Emily ran in a time of
28.46 secs finishing third in her heat and
Aila ran a new personal best time of
28.90 also finishing third, meaning both
girls secured places in the final. The
competition in the finals was steep and
Aila finished 6th and Emily 7th.

The field events kicked off with the
Triple Jump and Emily Stewart qualified

for this final at the regional round setting
a new regional record. Each of the
athletes took three jumps and the top
nine then went through for one further
jump. Following her third jump Emily
was in second with her furthest jump at
10m and the girl ahead of her at 10.05m.
Emily’s final jump was an outstanding
10.15m, a new national record. Emily is
now the U14 Triple Jump National
Champion 2010.

Emma Clifford threw in the U14 Discus.
Emma was fairly new to throwing the
Discus when she arrived at Freemen’s
but she has excelled and is getting better
and better. She finished 9th in a strong
field with a throw of 19.11m.

Mia Bradford, our youngest competitor
of the day, was competing in the Javelin.

The wind was very strong by this point
in the day but Mia was undeterred. She
finished 15th with a throw of 13.48m – an
excellent starting point for another
promising Freemen’s athlete.

Our final event of the day was the U13
800m featuring Tabitha Read-Cayton.
This was an extremely fast race and
Tabitha finished with a good time of
2.50.56 secs.

This has been a pleasing end to a very
successful athletics season. Well done to
all the Freemen’s athletes, particularly
Emily Stewart, the new U14 Triple Jump
National Champion.

Miss Stacey Bone

On Tuesday 22nd June the Junior and
Senior teams combined to compete at the
Claremont Invitational Athletics Festival.
Featuring teams such as Guildford High,
Tormead, Prior’s Field, Kingston
Grammar, Notre Dame, Heathside and
Hinchley Wood it was a great challenge for
our unbeaten girls. In true Freemen’s style
our girls rose proudly to the challenge.

Despite last minute changes the Year 7
team pushed hard in each event to
accumulate enough points to win their
section. For the first time the queen of
200m Aila Diffey had to battle for her
crown, and despite being behind as the
race rounded the bend, her true quality
shone through as she crossed the line well
ahead of the field.

The Year 8 team had lost key athlete Olivia
Morris, but undeterred they dug deep and
the replacements excelled to ensure third
place. Emily Stewart managed to better a
long standing personal best in the High
Jump, jumping 1m 41cm, and Emma Clifford
continued her winning form at Discus.

The Year 9 team – undefeated this season –
again seemed to cruise through to a win.
Outstanding performances came from
Philippa Nicholls who improved on her
superb 200m time and made light work of
the long jump in a distance of 5m 10cm,
Amy Owens and Maia Penfold who both
won their 300m races by some margin, and
Holly Stringfellow who won the Shot Putt,
rounding off a pleasing season’s throwing.

The Year 10s have been one of the most
committed and reliable groups of athletes
that Freemen’s has seen for some time.
They came third overall with excellent
performances from Louise Bluck who
jumped a staggering 1m 45 personal best to
win the High Jump and Kate Holmes who
won the Discus. They will provide the strong
core of the U17 team who will defend their
title at the Districts next year.

Freemen’s won the event overall and came
home with three trophies to add to their
increasing collection, one for the Year 7
team, one for the Year 9 team and one for
the overall title.

These results round off our most successful
athletics season for some time in style.
Well done girls.

Miss Stacey Bone

PUT THEM TOGETHER AND WHAT HAVE YOU GOT... ANOTHER WINNING COMBINATION!
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PENTATHLON GB REGIONAL
SCHOOLS BIATHLON QUALIFYING
COMPETITION

On Sunday 29th November 31 pupils from
Freemen’s competed in the Regional
Schools Biathlon Championships at K2
Leisure Centre in Crawley. There were
over 600 competitors and the standard was
very high. The competition comprised a
50m swim and 500m run for those in Years
5 to 7. The pupils in Years 8 to 13 took part
in a 100m swim and 1000m run. For many
of our pupils it was their first biathlon
competition and all of our pupils performed
with great sportsmanship and enthusiasm. 

In an outstanding set of results, 19 of our
pupils finished in the top six of their age
group and gained trophies and medals.

In the Year 5 girls competition, Alicia
Wilson was crowned regional champion
and Anna Whitworth was second. In the
team competition Alicia Wilson, Anna
Whitworth and Rachel Slater were
crowned team winners. 

In the Year 5 boys competition, Jamie Wilks
was awarded best swim, and was crowned
regional champion. In the team competition
Jamie Wilks, Oliver Cooper and Matthew
Stanley were also crowned champions.

In the Year 7 girls, Millie Reed was
crowned regional champion and Tabitha
Read-Cayton was second. Tabitha was also
awarded best swim. In the team
competition Millie Reed, Tabitha Read-
Cayton, and Aila Diffey were also crowned
team champions.

In Year 7 boys Chris Richards was awarded
best swim and crowned regional champion.
The team of Chris Richards, Edward Vinter
and John Morrison were awarded second
place in the team competition.

In the Year 11 girls, the team of Jessica
Ventham, Gemma Golding and Georgia
Eldridge were awarded second place.

It was a really successful day for our
pupils and they performed incredibly well
in a very strong field of athletes. I am very
proud of what they have achieved. Well
done to everyone who took part.

Miss Nicky Higgins

PENTATHLON GB SCHOOLS
BIATHLON NATIONAL
CHAMPIONSHIPS 2010

Following a series of 12 regional qualifying
competitions in the autumn, 16 pupils
were successful in reaching the finals of
the British Schools Modern Biathlon
Championships which took place at
Crystal Palace National Sports Centre on
Sunday 21st March.

The pupils competed in two disciplines: a
50m swim and a 500m run for Years 5-7
and a 100m swim and 1000m run for
competitors in Years 8 and above. Freemen’s
was one of the most represented schools at
the finals and it was a very exciting day for
all of the pupils who took part.

In the Year 5 girls team competition Anna
Whitworth, Alicia Wilson and Rachel
Slater were crowned national champions.

In the individual competition, Anna won
the silver medal, Alicia won the bronze
and Rachel finished 43rd.

The Year 7 girls team of Millie Reed, Aila
Diffey, and Tabitha Read-Cayton were also
crowned national champions. In the
individual competition Millie finished
fourth, Aila 22nd and Tabitha in 27th. 

The Year 5 boys team competition was
closely fought and Jamie Wilks, Oliver
Cooper, and Matthew Stanley were just
pushed into fourth position. In the
individual competition Jamie finished
15th, Oliver 17th and Matthew in 39th
place. James Lawrence was Freemen’s only
representative in the Year 6 competition,
performing well finishing in 17th.

In the Year 7 boys competition Chris
Richards finished in 34th place, Edward
Vinter finished in 36th and John Morrison
was 46th. In the team competition the boys
were 8th. Callum Room competed in the
Year 8 boys competition and performed
consistently in both the swim and run and
achieved 17th place. Nathalie Richards took
part in the Year 9 girls event and finished
in 24th place. Jessica Filby took part in the
Year 10 event and finished in 22nd position. 

The standard in both the swimming and
running was outstanding and our pupils
performed with great effort and
determination and supported each other
with enthusiasm. The pupils have worked
hard in the run up to this competition and
we are very proud of them. It is a great
achievement to qualify for a national
competition and to be crowned national
champions in two age groups is outstanding.

Miss Nicky Higgins

Biathlon
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This season fencing has reinforced its
position as the most successful and
most high profile sport at Freemen’s.

James Frewin is a double National
Champion: winning at Great Britain U17
level (on Saturday 3rd October, winning all
six of his round robin matches and all five
direct elimination bouts beating the pre-
tournament favourite 15-14 in the final);
and the Public Schools U16s. In addition
he has fenced in every U17 international
event for Great Britain this season (and a
number of U20 internationals too),
culminating in him gaining selection for the
European Championships held in Athens,
Greece (where he gained the equal best
British result). James has also been selected
for the England Schools team, for the UK
School Games in Newcastle, in September.
James' dedication to the sport, with his
depth of training and commitment, is
apparent to everyone.

Three girls have represented England
School girls U16s in a highly prestigious
International event in Poland. They are
Clara Hutter, Ellie Irwin and Katy Griffin.
This reflects the depth and strength of our
girls’ fencing. It is a great achievement for
one school.

Our girls’ teams also won two more
National Team titles at Acland Burghley
School in London on Sunday 14th March.
The U15 team of Clara Hutter, Ellie Irwin
and Louisa Sparks beat Bishop Challoner
School 45-26 in the final. This is such a
notable performance as it is their fourth
national team title as a trio as they have
advanced through the age groups. The U13
team of Katy Griffin, Katharine Curran and
Marie Pritchard also won their tournament
beating Woldingham School 45-30 in the
final to become national champions. Our
U11s of Emily Elstub, Sarah Spice, Georgia
West and Maia Diffey, were so close to
making it a clean sweep for Freemen’s but
unfortunately lost 28-37 in the final. 

This is now five years of continuous
national team epee title success.

The strength of our Junior School fencing
was apparent when Freemen’s totally
dominated the IAPS prep schools
championships on Saturday 12th June. We
won three of the four individual titles (U14
girls Clara Hutter; U11 girls Zoe Lowrey;
U14 boys William Lane) and the overall
Team trophy.

The girls Under 14 team dominated their
event with the top six finishers all from
Freemen’s (won by Katy Griffin). In the
Under 11s Emily Elstub excelled herself in
beating older and more experienced girls
in the semi-final and in the final (winning
10-9). In the boys Under 14s, Ryan Cooper
achieved his first major success, beating a
powerful and bigger opponent 10-9 in the
final. 

Eight of our fencers represented the South-
East section at the British Youth
Championships, held in Sheffield: James
Frewin, Lucy Brown, Clara Hutter, Ellie
Irwin, Katy Griffin, Zoe Lowrey, Emily
Elstub and Suzy-May Lister.

Numerous final placings have been
achieved in a variety of events and age
groups throughout the season at local,
county, section, national and international
tournaments. Perhaps the most remarkable
was the family success of Stephanie Elstub
U12 and Emily Elstub U10, both winning
on the last hit in their respective Surrey age
group finals.

We have also staged five high profile and
highly successful tournaments at
Freemen’s: four at Junior level in the

nationally recognised Elite Epee series and
one at men’s Senior level (with 60 of the
top 64 in the country competing). 

The Club now has over 60 fencers, including
a senior group during Wednesday
afternoon games, (most of whom have
now competed in at least one tournament,
showing their rapid rate of progress).

The club is only able to run so effectively
because of the extra time and effort put in
by its coaches, so my special thanks go to
Matthew Dean for all his specialist and
excellent coaching help and keenness, and to
James Frewin for his boundless enthusiasm
and encouragement to the others. And of
course, a big thank you to all our dedicated
parents who give up so much of their time
to transport our fencers and then support
them so well at all the events.

Mr Bryan Lewis

Fencing
“This is now five

years of continuous
national team epee

title success”
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Cross Country
CROSS COUNTRY FESTIVAL

On Sunday 20th September the School
hosted its first invitational Cross Country
event with races for U10 girls, U10 boys,
U12 girls and U12 boys.

Freemen’s won the U10 girls’ team trophy
with Rachel Slater running a brilliant
tactical race, timing her sprint finish to
perfection to take first place and the
winner’s medal. Anna Whitworth came
third, Emma Bridgland 8th, Alicia Wilson
13th and Aisling Slater 15th.

The boys’ U10 race was won by Elliott
Jones of Danes Hill, but a strong team
performance from Cranmore, whose
runners finished second, third, fourth and
10th, saw them take the team trophy.

The U12 girls’ race was dominated by a
very strong run by Sophie Rumble and
Thea Cosham of Danes Hill. However, 

Millie Reed led the way for Freemen’s
finishing third and with excellent
performances from Georgia West, 6th,
Tatiana Dudnikova, 7th and Freddie
Penniket-Dessent, 12th, Freemen’s just
edged ahead of Danes Hill to win the
team trophy by one point.

The boys’ U12 race was won by Harry
Spanforth of Danes Hill and in a closely
contested team event Danes Hill emerged
as winners. 

Well done to all the runners who took
part. We hope this inaugural event will
become a permanent fixture in the
School’s calendar.

Miss Nicky Higgins

GREENACRE SCHOOL U9, U10,
U11 CROSS COUNTRY

On Thursday 18th March 18 girls
travelled to participate for the first time in
the Greenacre Cross Country race. Our
competition came from Bramley, Oakhyrst
Grange, Greenacre and Sutton High.

In all three age groups, both the A and B
teams swept all the other schools to one
side to come first overall and receive gold
medals.

Congratulations to all the girls for an
excellent team effort. Some notable
performances were: Izzy Briggs first in
U11, Rachel Slater first in U10, Stephanie
Symonds second in U9, Alicia Wilson
second in U10, Georgia West second in
U11, Funmi Morgan third in U9 and
Anna Whitworth third in U10.

Miss Nicky Higgins

This season a number of individual
successes have been achieved. Ross
O'Brien has again played for Surrey
Schools and captained his club junior team
at Guildford GC, David Ratcliff won the
Junior Open at Tyrell’s Wood GC, and
Charlotte Fryer is in the Surrey girls’
squad.

“It was pleasing to
see the enthusiasm
from new players,
keen to take part in

school matches”
In School matches we beat St John’s,
Leatherhead 2-1 at Tyrell’s Wood GC, in
the Plate competition of the ISGA trophy.
In other tournaments we lost 1-2 to
Sutton Valence in the full ISGA
competition, in a match at the Ridge GC
near Maidstone, and we lost 1-2 to St
George’s, Weybridge, in the HMC
Foursomes competition, held at Reigate
Hill GC. Finally we lost 0-3 to Sutton
Valence, in a friendly, again held at
Reigate Hill GC.

It was pleasing to see the enthusiasm
from new players, keen to take part in
school matches and also in the Surrey
Schools tournaments.

Pupils involved were Nick Bluck, Chris
Curtis, Philip Earle, Charlotte Fryer,
Harry Fryer, Charlie Godfrey, Jonathan
Lewis–Oliver, Joshua Meeking, Charlie

Morrison, Ross O'Brien, David Ratcliff,
Daniel Riley, George Seymour, Simon
Taylor.

My thanks to Mr Michael Collier for all
his help throughout the year

Mr Bryan Lewis

Golf
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U8 ROUNDERS

The Form 1 squad took part with great
enthusiasm and excitement and made
huge improvements in both their 

batting and fielding skills. The A and B
teams had a number of fixtures
throughout the summer. 

The As played five matches. They won
against St George’s, Cranleigh,
Dunottar and Halstead Prep and drew
against Sutton High. They played
extremely well in every match and
scored lots of rounders.

The Bs also played five matches. They
managed to beat Sutton High,
Dunottar, Halstead Prep and St George’s
and lost against Cranleigh. They showed
good teamwork and played with lots of
enthusiasm. 

Miss Nicky Higgins

U9 ROUNDERS The team played some very exciting and
close matches throughout the Summer Term.
Practice paid off with the As winning all
but one fixture. The Bs had mixed results
and were unlucky on a number of occasions.
Against Cranleigh the As won 10½-10,
and the Bs lost 9-8½, against Sutton High
the As won 10½ -3, and the Bs won 9½ -2
½, against Downsend the As won 9-4, the
Bs lost 8½ -11½, against Dunnottar the As
won 10-9, the Bs lost 4-5½, against St
George’s the As won 12½ -7, the Bs lost 
6½ -10, and against Halstead Prep the As
lost 9-12, and the Bs drew. Well played to
everyone who took part.

Mrs Louise Shail

Rounders
SQUAD
Marnie Ashbridge, Ayana Bahsoun,
Maddy Brown, Katherine Carr, Eve
Castle, Zoe Chatterton, Elizabeth
Curran, Evelyn Frewin, Deyna
Grimshaw, Sophie Hamilton, Katie
Johns, Germaine Mama, Molly
Message, Funmi Morgan, Lauren
New, Kaiya Rai, Natalya Robinson,
Stephanie Symonds, Emily Trubshaw,
Thea Walter, Emily Way, Olivia White

A SQUAD
Ebube Akojie, Emma Bridgland,
Jocelyn Dunne, Sarah Irwin, Freya
Johnson, Natalia King, Katie Lyons,
Stephanie Taylor, Alicia Wilson,
Lucy Yellow 

B SQUAD
Millie Cast, Amber Collett, Emily
Everson, Megan Haine, Melody Hills,
Anna Krnic, Lydia Mustafa, Priya
Navamani, Nyah Patel, Laura
Stoakes, Thea Wilcox

Squash
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Football

U9A Football Squad

U8A Football Squad U8B Football Squad


